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Executive Summary

Since 2008, the City of Southport has provided redevelopment assistance

through the Redevelopment Commission. The Southport Redevelopment Commission

has the express goal and duty of aiding in the rejuvenation of local land and labor

markets through planning, community engagement, and the financing of capital

projects. This Redevelopment Analysis & Strategy seeks to inform the residents of

Southport, empower the Redevelopment Commission, and engage the Marion County

Department of Metropolitan Development in the face of a changing transportation and

land-use market. Through engagement with this document, the Redevelopment

Commission may begin to address the problems facing the redevelopment area- such

as blight and a wanton sense of place.

The need for the Redevelopment Analysis & Strategy comes out of the City’s

express desire to anticipate and guide development regarding the incoming IndyGo Red

Line as a means of inter-urban connectivity and the rehabilitation of Southport’s central

business district. This is compounded by the fact that Southport is an Excluded City1

within the Uni-Gov system of Indianapolis-Marion County, rendering most development

and planning authority to the County. This Analysis & Strategy hopes to aid in the

realization of Southport’s economic development potential and political efficacy at the

County planning level, and aids in the provision of a much needed (and desired) sense

of place within the Redevelopment Area.

1 IN Code § 36-3-1-7 (2018), referring to any City with a population of at least 5000 within Marion County,
or any City previously considered a City (such as Southport), that did not join the Uni-Government of
Indianapolis-Marion County in 1981.
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I would like to dedicate this project to the staff and faculty of the Department of

Urban Planning at Ball State University for their tireless support of my undoubtedly

revanchist experience as a prospective urban & regional planner.
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I. Redevelopment Overview

- Plan & Analysis Formation

Given the relatively marginal financial resources available to the Southport

Redevelopment Commission,and a lack of engagement with/by the UniGov planning

and zoning authorities, this Strategy & Analysis seeks to provide for a clear

understanding of best-practices to achieve the redevelopment vision of the Southport

Redevelopment Commission. Through this document a number of design, land use, and

internal responsibilities will be addressed based on the unique geography, history, and

political context of Southport. The problem statement of this work can be stated as thus:

How can the Redevelopment Commission realize it's redevelopment vision for the area

in the face of a booming metro-regional housing market, waning local housing stock,

lacking available funding, incoming transit line, and complex planning and zoning

administrative structure?

- Statutory Context of Redevelopment

Indiana Code 36-7-13 is the State-wide enabling legislation guiding

Redevelopment Commissions in their efforts to negate blight and maintain economic

vitality. This legislation prescribes Redevelopment Commissions with the power to

create Redevelopment Areas, exercise eminent domain, and to create Urban Renewal

Plans. What follows are the relevant sections and an overview of their application.

IC 36-7-14

This chapter of Indiana Code 36-7, the State legislation governing the powers of

municipalities, discusses the abilities of local governments to engage in redevelopment
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activities in areas generally needing redevelopment. Such areas are defined further in

IC 36-7-1-3, as exhibiting characteristics of the following:

“ (1) Lack of development.

(2) Cessation of growth.

(3) Deteriorated or deteriorating improvements.

(4) Environmental contamination.

(5) Character of occupancy.

(6) Age.

(7) Obsolescence.

(8) Substandard buildings.

(9) Other factors that impair values or prevent a normal use or

development of property. ”

The aforestated characteristics, when discovered wholly or partially coeval,

prescribe a finding of blight within an area.

IC 36-7-14-11

The duties of the Redevelopment Commission are, according to Section 11, to:

“ (1) investigate, study, and survey areas needing redevelopment within the

corporate boundaries of the unit;

(2) investigate, study, determine, and, to the extent possible, combat the

causes of areas needing redevelopment;

(3) promote the use of land in the manner that best serves the interests of

the unit and its inhabitants;
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(4) cooperate:

(A) with the departments and agencies of:

(i) the unit; and

(ii) other governmental entities; and

(B) with:

(i) public instrumentalities; and

(ii) public corporate bodies;

created by state law; in the manner that best serves

the purposes of this chapter;

(5) make findings and reports on their activities under this section, and

keep those reports open to inspection by the public at the offices of the

department;

(6) select and acquire the areas needing redevelopment to be

redeveloped under this chapter; and

(7) replan and dispose of the areas needing redevelopment in the manner

that best serves the social and economic interests of the unit and its inhabitants.”

The duties prescribed above charge the Redevelopment Commission in negating

potential or actual findings of blight as described in IC 36-7-1-3.

IC 36-7-14-12.2

The vested powers of the Redevelopment Commission in order to fulfill the duties

prescribed above are many. Succinctly, the 27 powers involve the powers to acquire

real property, contract for construction, repair and maintain structures, exercise eminent
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domain, accept and dispense of loan monies acquired, provide grants to residents or

neighborhood development groups within the redevelopment area, and to pursue legal

remedies to further the Commission’s redevelopment interests. These powers are

radical in their scope and scale; they are radical in their scope as they offer the

Commission the ability to directly influence the downtown land development market

through land acquisition and dispensation, and are radical in scale in that the

Commission is not limited in their investment into said market. That is because the

entirety of the funds allocated to the Commission and received from local levies are

garnered for the express purpose of encouraging redevelopment per the duties

described in IC 36-7-14-11.

IC 36-7-14-15

Section 15 describes the process and legal requirements for determining a

Redevelopment Area. The powers of the Redevelopment Commission listed above may

only be used within a Redevelopment Area, which is an area wherein findings of blight

or potential blight are present, that maintains clear and present boundaries, and is

officially recorded with the local government- which, for Southport, is the Marion County

Department of Metropolitan Development. Redevelopment Areas may only be

established in furthering the public welfare of City of Southport’s residents, thus to

targetedly encourage economic redevelopment.

The powers applied to the Redevelopment Commission are vast and, as such,

commissions are tasked with direct engagement (one could say supervision) of all

(re)development within a given Redevelopment Area. Finance and funding of desired
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projects within the Redevelopment Area is thus an explicit power vested in the

Commission. This funding can be leveraged to further specific redevelopment goals,

such as providing for more pedestrian connectivity within a neighborhood or to address

drainage concerns within the downtown. Leveraging said funds may also be used to

further policy goals, such as the inclusion of unique place-defining features within a

project and/or place-based commitments regarding the salaries or location of

employees. This is a unique power given to the Redevelopment Commission, as

opposed to the Plan Commission or City Council, as the Commission itself is the

custodian of the TIF and redevelopment tax levy funds. Therefore, the Redevelopment

Commission is expressly positioned to leverage its funding abilities directly, and not

through outside policy directives or legislation or ordinance as would be required by,

say, a City Council.

The Redevelopment Commission is limited by its lack of available funding via

TIFs, and staff. While present, the funding available is less than desired to incur

dramatic redevelopment activity, as will be discussed below. Furthermore, the

Commission is challenged to overcome the negative effects of UniGov, such as

rendering all planning and zoning authority to the City-County and the minimal visibility

Southport has in the eyes of the Department of Metropolitan Development. These

problems, having been unaddressed, have led to the blight and suburbanization we see

in Southport’s downtown area today. Strategies to overcome these problems and

encourage positive redevelopment planning is thus the focus of this document.
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II. The Redevelopment Area

- History of Southport, Indiana

While it is understood that the area now known as Southport was inhabited by

pre-Columbian indigenous residents, it wasn’t until 1832 that the first residents of

European “Colonial” ancestry settled in the neighborhood that is now Madison Avenue

and Little Buck Creek. Despite being the first town platted in Marion County in 1853, the

area saw little activity until after the Civil War with the introduction of the interurban

railroad, then known as the J.M & I Railroad. At the turn of the 20th century Southport

maintained its status as a town, along with the neighboring Town of Homecroft (now an

Included Town within the Uni-Gov system). During this time Southport maintained a

livery, two private lodges, log mill, post office, and full-service grocer, with the task of

local governance being carried out in the homes of local public officials as the town

lacked an official town hall .2

- Advent of Uni-Gov

Southport maintained it's town status until the advent of Uni-Gov in 1969, through

which Southport was granted City status. In 1960, Southport was home to 892

residents. According to Indiana State legislation, the minimum requirement for a

community to be granted City status is 2000 residents. Between 1960 and 1969 there

were no significant housing projects completed in Southport to necessitate an influx of

over 1000 residents within 9 years. Rather, the borders of Southport were expanded to

meet the requirement of 2000. These borders exist as the present borders of Southport,

2 Birchfeld, Roger. “Sailor Gave Southport It's Name”. The Southside Times. 16 December 1976.
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IN, however the City, per the 2020 census, is home to barely 100 more residents

presently than in 1969 with roughly ~2100 total residents .3

- Effect of Uni-Gov

Uni-Gov sought to centralize planning, development, utility and local/county

services within Marion County in order to provide more adequately for the needs of

County residents regardless of municipality. However, the effect of this system was the

reduction in political bargaining power of the multiple former communities who

previously retained municipal control. Communities like Irvington and Acton suddenly

found themselves without a political body directly and exclusively beholden to them,

creating a centralization of goods and services- and subsequent decay in small

semi-urban downtowns amongst the former consolidated communities within the

regional center of Indianapolis.

In order to offset the political implications of Uni-Gov, Southport sought to

preserve it's municipal authority and continue as an Excluded City. Other communities

such as the Town of Beech Grove, the Town of Speedway, and the City of Lawrence

also sought to retain municipal autonomy and exist today together as the four Excluded

Cities of Marion County.

However, retaining political autonomy was not enough to offset the decay of

Southport’s small but beloved downtown corridor. The addition of over 1000 new

residents to provide municipal services for, in a City that until recently had no official

government center, prohibited Southport from competing with Indianapolis and the other

3 U.S. Census Bureau (2020). P1: Total Population, 2020 Decennial Census.  (link)
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Excluded Cities for new businesses until the establishment of the Southport

Redevelopment Commission in 2006.

- Establishment of the Southport Redevelopment Commission

In 2006 the Southport Redevelopment Commission was formed to promote

public-private partnerships in the interest of the public welfare of the City of Southport.

The Redevelopment Commission (aka RDC) identified the once and future downtown4

area as their Redevelopment Area according to IC-36-7-14. The borders of the RDA

exist to this day, though with a clearer vision for the type of community the citizens of

Southport desire.

Upon formation of the Southport RDC the commissioners, alongside the Mayor,

agreed upon a set of guiding principles that serve as the backbone of this guide. Those

principles are to:

- Be open and receptive to public input.

- Maintain the unique and historic qualities of our community.

- Increase connectivity and opportunities for interaction between residents,

commuters, and businesses.

- Add green spaces where practical and possible.

- Follow "Village Mixed Use" Design and Application standards. 5

These guiding principles clearly and succinctly describe the Commission’s

approach to and vision of downtown Southport. That is, of a “classic” American

downtown- the kind of downtown that was once present in Southport but has been lost

5 Indiana. Southport Redevelopment Commission. “Guiding Principles”. Unknown date. (link)
4 Indiana. Southport Redevelopment Commission. “Economic Development Initiative Plan”. 2006. (link)
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since the advent of UniGov. Through engagement with the public and the preservation

of the community’s unique identity, the Commission hopes to encourage development

that is not antithetical to local residents’ concerns and instead capitalizes on their most

beloved community features/characteristics.

- Previous Planning Efforts

Beginning in 2006 the City of Southport Redevelopment Commission

commissioned a series of economic analysis, design concepts, and redevelopment

planning efforts. Following in their footsteps, this guide seeks to bring to the fore what

changes in local and County planning efforts the Redevelopment Commission ought

best to capitalize on. The following summaries cover those works relative to this guide.

Southport Economic Development Initiative Plan (2006) - HNTB

This study, the first to be commissioned by the RDC, sought to provide the

Redevelopment Commission with an understanding of their once and future downtown

through design, planning, and economic development concepts. The study argued for

multi-level organizational approaches to redevelopment efforts such as the

establishment of a local business association, citizens impact body, coordination with

County-level zoning administrators, and the joining in vision of the local Parks and

Redevelopment Commissions. The study also provided an overview of legal

mechanisms available to the RDC to further redevelopment goals.

The 2006 Plan, however, provides little fiscal analysis of the City/Commission’s

budget to actualize many of these goals. This is the admitted main concern of the RDC

today- how can we afford to positively redevelop our City? Nonetheless, this guide has
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served to inspire successive Redevelopment Commissioners since it's adoption given

it's categorical and clear redevelopment implementation strategies.

Downtown Revitalization Plan (2012) - MSI KKG

In 2012 the RDC adopted the Downtown Revitalization Plan, offering a strong

design-oriented Plan for the once and future downtown area of Southport. This guide is

notable for it's in-depth demographic analysis and place-based design ideas. Namely,

emphasis was given to the Little Buck Creek area as a public watershed park and real

estate attraction.

Similar to the previous study, the authors provide a clear path forward for the

RDC without much thought given to the fiscal or financial ability of the locality. This is,

however, bridged in the Plan’s insistence on intense coordination with the Marion

County Department of Metropolitan Development to increase Southport’s visibility in

further planning actions.

Similar to this guide, the 2012 Plan sought to act as a coordinating document to

be utilized and published by the City to attract businesses, housing developers, and the

like. This is evident in it's plain language and consistent branding of the City as an

untapped bastion of home-town living within the greater Indianapolis area.

City of Southport Redevelopment Plan & Strategy (2016) - Kieser Consulting

This Plan, adopted in 2016, established the downtown Redevelopment Area as

exists in Southport today. A majority of the Plan is focused on analyzing and explaining

the benefits of creating a TIF district within the Redevelopment Area based on spatial,

economic, historic, and demographic data. The 2016 Plan offers a solidly
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economic/strategic approach to redevelopment efforts in Southport as opposed to

previous plans which championed a design-oriented vision, which without the necessary

fiscal instruments, the City was unable to achieve.

The main goal of this document is to coordinate the design focuses of previous

plans with an economic strategy utilizing TIFF districts and tax abatement. Following

this Plan, the Worman Street TIF district (administered directly by the City, not Marion

County) was formed and has seen the redevelopment of 3 large-parcel sites within the

downtown corridor.

- The Case for Redevelopment

As mentioned before, the Redevelopment Area as it exists today was established

as part of the City of Southport Redevelopment Plan & Strategy (2016). This

approximately one-tenth of a square mile area , depicted below in Figure I, was6

determined to exhibit multiple instances of blight, a cessation of development, and a

decrease in desired architectural character. Per IC 36-7-1-3, these findings of fact are

necessary to necessitate the Redevelopment Commission’s exercise of power within

the area.

(continued on the following page)

6 The entire City has 0.6 square miles of area, for reference.
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Figure I: The Redevelopment Area of Southport, Indiana

As seen above, the Redevelopment Area of Southport is situated on the eastern

side of the intersection of Southport Road and Madison Avenue. Madison Avenue

represents the western boundary of the municipality which is coterminal with the

southwest corner of the Redevelopment Area along Madison Avenue. The

Redevelopment Area contains the entirety of all commercial, office, and industrial uses

within the municipality, as well as some antiquated housing stock. These businesses

exhibit characteristics of a cessation of growth and a general inability to function as a

cohesive downtown district (i.e. an undesired character of occupancy). The inability to

function as a cohesive downtown derives from the area’s non-existent sense of place,

lack of pedestrian amenities, and low density, among other factors.

Character of Occupancy
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The character of occupancy within the downtown is antithetical to the vision of a

defined and unique downtown corridor, as many of the businesses within the area are

characteristic of highway-adjacent sprawl (such as fast food restaurants, gas stations,

and corporate “chain” retail outlets”). As discussed by Professor Burayidi, downtowns

ought to be multi-use and multi-purpose (pg. 16) , and as such businesses that are not7

tethered to the community (such as large corporate chains) or provide little to no

interaction for pedestrians/cyclists offer only uni-use and uni-purpose land uses. Such

land uses dominate the ideal downtown area of Southport. Furthermore, there exists not

a single restaurant, bar, tavern, or cafe focused on dine-in service. A lack of these

business types does not allow the downtown to capture the evening dining, nightlife, or

midday cafe crowds. Therefore, the downtown area lacks any community gathering

spots, inviting public spaces, and unique retail/food service opportunities that drive

interest in the area. The Redevelopment Area is, thus, more apt to be defined as a

commercial strip, or highway-style corridor, than it is a unique and vibrant downtown

area.

Figure II depicts the existing locally-owned retail and restaurant businesses as

well as the prevalence of highway/strip businesses. As you may see, the majority of

locally owned and operated businesses are located around the still in-use railway

adjacent to the surviving 20th century structures. As discussed later, these same

structures struggle to maintain retail occupants due to the aforementioned railroad and

lack of pedestrian amenities.

7 Burayidi, M. “Downtown Revitalization in Small and Midsized Cities''. American Planning Association.
2018
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Figure II: Retail / Restaurant Location Analysis

Cessation of Growth

Another finding of fact that permits the use of the Redevelopment Commission’s

powers is the general cessation of growth present within the Redevelopment Area. The

phrase “cessation of growth” has not been hitherto defined by the Indiana General

Assembly or any public authority within the State. However, per Merriam-Webster, the

word cessation can be understood as a temporary or final ceasing - therefore the8

phrase refers to the ceasing of growth in an area. Growth refers to an increase in

market activity, ideally positive, that is desired to encourage downtown developments.

Essentially, an area is exhibiting a cessation of growth if the area has not seen, for

example, investment in new developments, business expansions, or

8 “Cessation.” Merriam-Webster.com Dictionary, Merriam-Webster, Accessed 19 Oct. 2021. (link)
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commercial/residential improvements as a result of a poor market interest. An area that

has little or too much vacant land, or has not seen new investment in some time can be

seen as exhibiting a cessation of growth as well.

The Southport Redevelopment Area exhibits clear symptoms of a cessation of

growth in the total lack of new housing development (despite the high demand within

the metropolitan area) , high vacancy rate , numerous unused and/or vacant parcels,9 10

and general lack of attractive landscaping or art installations. The map below

demonstrates this finding of fact by depicting the numerous vacant parcels and tenant

spaces within the Redevelopment Area.

Figure III depicts the prevalence of vacant or unused land/tenant spaces within

the RDA. As you may notice, a majority of the vacant land and tenant spaces are

located within the surviving 20th century structures. These buildings are ideal for retail

and restaurant tenants given their character and charm, provided that adequate

pedestrian and cyclist accessibility is provided. Given the lack of pedestrian amenities,

signage and the opposing railway, these tenant spaces see far less success than the

highway/strip developments on the west side of the Redevelopment Area adjacent to

Madison Ave.

(continued on the following page)

10 As understood during the field analysis. Data at this level is not corroborated by any entity.

9 Knoble, Tony. “Housing Frenzy Emphasizes Immediate Need for More Affordable Housing Options”.
Inside Indiana Business. 7 July 2021. (link)
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Figure III: Vacant Land & Tenant Space Analysis

- Recent Redevelopment Success

2025 E Southport Road11

11 Images courtesy of Google Maps Street-View
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Figure IV: August 2019 (Sophia’s Bridal)

Figure V: August 2007 (Vacant)

137 Worman Street12

Figure VI: June 2019 (Southport Municipal Complex)

12 Images courtesy of Google Maps Street-View
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Figure VII: November 2016 (vacant)

2115 E Southport Road13

Figure IIX: August 2019 (Renaissance Electronics)

13 Images courtesy of Google Maps Street-View
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Figure IX: August 2007 (Gerdt Furniture - out of business)

Recent redevelopment efforts have concentrated around the Worman

Street TIF district. These projects, hoping to be catalytic, have brought a number of

employees working full-time hours to the heart of downtown Southport. Revenues from

these redevelopment efforts fund both the businesses’ continued expansion and the

budget of the Redevelopment Commission. Notably, the Sophia’s Bridal project

rehabilitated an unused Federal post office as depicted in Figures IV-V, which now

offers much desired street-level activity. Such activation is rare in Southport, though it

can be found in the areas across the street and west of the Sophia’s Bridal building.

This area in particular constitutes the once-and-future urban core of the Central

Business District. The Sophia’s Bridal property ought to be considered dearly during the

proposed “Parking Study”, to be discussed later, given the overt prevalence of asphalt

hardscaping surrounding the building.

While these recent successes have been notable, they have not yet truly been

the catalytic developments that ensure the desired future of the Redevelopment

Commission and its residents as hoped. The projects shown above have not included

any new residential developments and, as such, only activate (or, populate) the City

during business hours- therefore not adding new residents and thus annual tax

increases as a result of investments into residential properties.
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III. The Redevelopment Vision

- Vision Statement

The vision for the Redevelopment Area is one identified as a multi-modal,

mixed-use, and family-friendly village .14

- Vision Definition

Multi-Modal Transportation

The aforestated refers to the inclusion and support of non-automotive means of

circulation. This involves pedestrian-friendly infrastructure involving but not limited to

well-maintained sidewalks, walking paths, and guided trails. Multi-modal circulation also

refers to bicycle-friendly infrastructure, involving but not limited to designated and

legible bike lanes, bike shelters, and  bike share centers. Given the presence and

availability of electronic scooters across Indianapolis, multi-modal circulation must also

consider the needs of those who choose not to drive, bike, or walk.

Multi-Use Environment

The aforestated refers to a built environment, i.e. physical infrastructure or urban

form, that involves a mix of land uses. This may take the form of multi-story structures

with ground level retail or office space with housing units located above, or multiple

adjacent land uses irrespective of vertical use stacking.

Family Friendly Orientation

The aforestated refers to an urban area that is supported by and provides

services to families of all origins, sizes, and relationships. The relationship between

14 Indiana. Southport Redevelopment Commission. “Guiding Principles”. 2006. (link)
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families and a family-friendly village is one that involves a local retail market being

supported by local families who receive most if not all necessary retail services from the

same market.

Village Development

The aforestated refers to a development scenario in which housing units at

medium-low densities and locally-supported businesses of various kinds/ trades exist

within a well-defined urban core. Within the Indianapolis-Marion County zoning code,

this is best realized as Village Mixed-Use zoning (MU).

- Related Examples

Broad Ripple Village, Marion County, Indiana15

Figure X: Downtown Broad Ripple (Indianapolis)

15 Editor. “Broad Ripple Village”. The Best of Indianapolis. 9 May 2020. (link)
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Downtown Franklin, Johnson County, Indiana16

Figure XI: Downtown Franklin

16 Fruits, Evan. “Welcome to Franklin, Indiana: a college town community with big opportunities”. Life in
Indy. Accessed 7 October 2021. (link)
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Uptown Carmel, Hamilton County, Indiana17

Figure XII: Mainstreet Carmel

17 Unknown. “Carmel, Indiana: Roundabout City, USA”. Project for Public Spaces. 6 August 2016. (link)
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IV. Methods

- Confluence with the City-County

This document  was developed with the express goal of corroborating the

intentions and prescriptions provided by previous planning research conducted by the

City, County, and private agencies into a single redevelopment-oriented text. As such, it

makes little sense to embark on a large-scale public engagement campaign as the

wishes, desires, and expressed futures of the public are codified in the aforementioned

texts. It is the duty of the Redevelopment Commission to engage the public regarding

potential developments on a case-by-case basis depending on the scope and impact of

each project. The vision for Southport’s redevelopment area supported in this document

is one that has been discussed in previous analyses and public hearings. It offers a

vision of Southport’s downtown and proposed TOD district that is confluent with County

plans and are similar in scope, scale, and intent to regional developments occurring

within the Indianapolis area. A discussion of said confluence follows.

Perry Township Future Land Use Plan

The Perry Township Land Use Plan, a segment of the Land Use Plan within the

Marion County Comprehensive Plan (2018), depicts the desired future land uses of the

Southport Redevelopment Area as a village mixed-use typology (pg. 2). As can be seen

in Figure XIII, the historic downtown area adjacent to the railway is also depicted as

having a “Town Center” overlay applied, which is meant to designate a desire for more

classic village downtown land use and design principles in the area . The village18

18 Indiana. Indianapolis. “Perry Township Future Land Use Plan”. Department of Metropolitan
Development. 2020. (link)
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mixed-use typology differs from the other typologies present within the Plan as it

involves the strengthening of existing (or, previously existing) downtown centers that

provide goods and services to residents in the immediate area (pg. 47). This opposes19

an urban mixed-use typology that serves as an area- or region-wide destination in which

goods, services, and events are catered to a broad geography of residents (pg. 54).

Figure XIII: Section of the Perry Township Land Use Plan depicting the RDA

This strategy guide is entirely supportive of the land use prescriptions of the

Perry Township Land Use Plan, as both documents seek to guide redevelopment in the

area towards a village-based urban land use and design typology. The Perry Township

Land Use Plan, along with the suggested design standards within the Pattern Book,

provides the Redevelopment Commission with numerous tools to guide potential

19 Indiana. Indianapolis. “Future Land Use Pattern Book”. Department of Metropolitan Development. 2018.
(link)
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projects towards village-style development. These tools involve an awareness of the

types of land uses necessary for a healthy and revitalized downtown, the densities

necessary to support area-wide vibrancy, and the types of design standards that

promote such a sense of place (pg. 48-53).

Please refer to the appendix for a copy of the full Perry Township Land Use Plan.

Red Line TOD Strategic Plan

The Red Line TOD Strategic Plan seeks to promote land uses and development

patterns (i.e. design choices) that complement the Red Line bus route, maximize

economic development, and promote village-style walkability within town center areas,

amongst other relevant goals (pg. 4). This Plan seeks to promote the aforementioned20

goals by providing design and land use insight that is specifically tailored towards

supporting TOD development along the Red Line bus route.  Such insight involves

suggestions regarding the use of drainage as an open-space amenity (e.g. using

drainage ponds as interactable space), discouraging car-oriented uses (e.g. drive-thrus,

car sales), increasing density, and supporting sensible mixed-use developments that

can fuel the ridership of the Red Line (pg. 52).

This Strategic Plan is potentially incredibly beneficial to the Redevelopment

Commission in that it provides Commissioners with the tools and arguments necessary

to promote TOD within the newly proposed TOD district adjacent to the Redevelopment

Area. A strong understanding of this Plan would also provide the Commission with the

channels to appropriately dialogue with the Indianapolis-Marion County planning and

20 Indiana. Indianapolis. “Red Line Transit-Oriented Development Strategic Plan”. Department of
Metropolitan Development. 2020. (link)
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zoning authorities to encourage redevelopment that is not only influenced by the

Strategic Plan’s prescriptions but is also adherent to the goals and vision of the

Commission and its constituents.

Disputed Overlay Designation

While this strategy guide seeks to promote TOD within and adjacent to the

Southport RDA, the Perry Township Land Use Plan does not place the Southport RDA,

the adjacent neighborhoods, or downtown within a TOD Overlay district. This is

surprising given that the Red Line transit system is acknowledged by the Perry

Township Land Use Plan as connecting to the Southport RDA, with a transit station

being installed in the future, wherein the plan does not recognize the necessity for TOD.

The necessity for a TOD district in Southport exists because of the prevalence of the

Red Line and its ability to interconnect and provide visibility to the downtown and

historic neighborhoods of Southport. Sadly, however, the Perry Township Land Use Plan

does not provide documented arguments for why certain areas are and are not

designated under certain overlays. It is thus the express goal of the Commission to

dialogue with the City-County government to encourage the view of Southport

developing a defined TOD district.

- Field Analysis

Multiple field analyses were conducted over the course of the Plan and Analysis’

organization in order to understand the tactile and mundane aspects of the City. This

analysis took the form of on-site traffic circulation analysis, architectural cataloguing,

and streetscape surveying. The field analysis is a continual process, meant to
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characterize the City at all times of day, throughout each season, and during every

public event or holiday. Field analysis is a necessary component of an informed and

relevant redevelopment strategy.

- Demographic Analysis

In order to contextualize the redevelopment efforts set forth in the Plan &

Analysis, a demographic analysis was conducted. This analysis was conducted using

data acquired from the US Census Bureau, it's affiliate vendors, and the SAVI System

built by the Polis Center at IUPUI. Demographic analysis allows planners, public

officials, developers, and concerned citizens to remain aware of City/local population

trends. This includes the economic character, the racial composition, the sex/gender

ratio, and the most prevalent modes of transportation.

However, it should be noted that there is no entity that maintains demographic

information for the Southport Redevelopment Area alone. Rather, all information

presented within the Demographic Analysis represents the entirety of the City of

Southport. However, as the Redevelopment Area is, as discussed, the only

commercial/industrial/official corridor within the City, it can be understood that the rest of

Southport’s long-term (re)development potential, and subsequent maintenance of

intended their quality of life, depends on the Redevelopment Area’s successful positive

redevelopment. Therefore, the Demographic Analysis provides a snapshot of not only

the Redevelopment Area, but of the residents who will most benefit from and define the

once and future downtown and proposed TOD districts.

- Theoretical Influences
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The approach to and body of this guide is inspired by the scholarship of

Professor Burayidi of Ball State University. Dr. Burayidi’s work focuses on effective and

efficient planning methods as they relate to small and mid-sized municipalities.

Specifically, the focus on branding and marketing of the City’s image has been largely

influenced by Burayidi’s 2018 work Downtown Revitalization in Small to Mid Sized

Cities. This work also provides a bulk of the logic for this guide’s arguments regarding

the meaning and importance of demographic analysis.

The Democracy Collaborative is a research and analysis firm focused on public

policy and community engagement that seeks to build support for the democratization of

planning, decision-making, and economic development processes of post-industrial

cities. Specifically integral to the analysis of this text is “The Case for Community Wealth

Building” by Joe Guinan et al (2020) . Specifically, this text aided in the necessary21

design-oriented prescriptions of an influential redevelopment plan in pursuing the actual

and true revitalization of cities and communities.

21 Guinan, Joe et al. The Case for Community Wealth Building. The Democracy Collaborative. 2020.
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V. Analysis

- Demographic Analysis of Southport, Indiana

Purpose & Intent

The purpose of conducting a demographic analysis is to develop an

understanding of the community that will be served by this strategy guide. Through an

knowledge of the age, sex, and income trends of the local community, the Commission

can best attract, through dialogue with the City-County government, to attract

developments that meet the needs of the community- while still supporting the vision for

the area in terms of character (e.g. a village sense of place).

See Appendix for the full Demographic Analysis

Analysis

Based on data provided by ESRI, Southport was <90% white, with 3.4% of the

total population being hispanic of any race in 2010. The white population then declined

as a percentage of the total local population in 2021 with only a 54% share. To account

for such a dramatic demographic shift, all other racial and ethnic groups increased

within this period. Notably, the Asian population increased from 1% to 35% of the total

population of the City. However, this does not demonstrate solely an influx of Asian

residents, but rather an influx of Asian residents along with a flight of nearly 40% of the

white population, as the total population has barely increased in that time. Accompanied

by an increase in the median household income, this then shows a market interest

dominated by middle-class professionals particularly of Asian heritage, to the area.
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This population analysis of Southport, Indiana thus depicts a solidly middle-class

community based around the family unit . This population is ideal for supporting22

positive economic redevelopment as they are afforded the opportunity to benefit from

local redevelopment efforts via gains in the net assessed value of their property. As the

Redevelopment Commission seeks to support a family-friendly atmosphere within the

Redevelopment Area, supporting existing families and ensuring their needs are met by

new developments becomes of the utmost importance. The Redevelopment

Commission ought to encourage local families to become involved in new

developments, and encourage them to speak up during the permitting and plan review

phases of construction.

The median household income of Southport, as of 2019, was ~$55,000 . This23

number is slightly lower than the median household income in 2010 of ~$58,000.

Nevertheless, this number is more than double the Indianapolis-area poverty level for a

family of four . This fact solidifies the potential for Southport to support increases in24

local retail and restaurant market developments which are essential to establishing a

village-style downtown and TOD district.

- Land-Use Analysis of Proposed Transit-Oriented (TOD) District

Purpose & Intent

The purpose of conducting a land-use analysis for the proposed TOD district is to

determine what existing land uses conform to or actively oppose the vision of a

village-style TOD district in Southport. This analysis is, in part, depicted in Figure XIV,

24 2020 Poverty Guidelines. Indiana Legal Help. 2020. (link)
23 U.S. Census Bureau. S1901: Income in the past 12 months, American Community Survey. 2019.  (link)
22 Esri Market Profile. Average Household Size (2020) of 3.2.
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which shows the different land use categories present within the RDA. In order to

understand what types of developments are necessary, an understanding of what land

uses exist presently is required. Therefore, the intent of this section is to prepare the

Commission with an understanding of how best to achieve the vision of a TOD district

within the proposed area.

Figure XIV. Land Use Analysis

See Appendix for the full Land-Use Analysis.

Analysis

The land or property within the TOD located south of downtown Southport is ripe

for TOD development according to the Marion County Transit Plan. This plan was the

beginning of efforts made to develop a network of incentive bases regarding Transit

Oriented Development districts. The Plan’s support for TOD development in the area is
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odd given the Perry Township Land Use Plan’s lack of support for such a development

typology in the area. The areas surrounding the intersection of Southport Road and

Madison Avenue, down to South Street, are deemed as “target” areas for TOD district

pursuance . Figure XV depicts a map of the suggested TOD target area within and25

outside of the existing RDA borders.

Figure XV. Proposed TOD District

Historically, this neighborhood grew after the development of the railroad to its

east, as can be seen in the originally platted Town of Southport . This area maintains26

smaller lot sizes than is common for neighborhoods in southern Indianapolis which

evidence the historical character of the neighborhood.

26 Please refer to the Sanborn Map in the appendix.

25 Indiana. Indianapolis. Department of Metropolitan Development. “Marion County Transit Plan”. 2021.
(link)
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Within the last decade, the City of Southport undertook a large capital project in

which a new City Hall and large park were built in the eastern end of this neighborhood.

This City Hall is also home to the Headquarters of the City of Southport Police

Department. Therefore, the neighborhood is noted as being incredibly secure- in it's

seclusion from busy Madison Ave to the west and the presence of the Police HQ to the

east.

However, as these developments aid in maintaining the goal of “safety” as

demonstrated in the last Redevelopment Plan (Keiser et al. 2013), this did little to spur

new economic investment. While the Police HQ hosts servicemen from all over the

County, very few both live and work in Southport itself. This is largely due to the

Southport Police HQ being a training academy for new recruits, being the first step in

the ladder of Police Fraternity, as well as the lack of market inclusion in the area able to

recapture local employees. Furthermore, the building itself differs visually to the local

design of the surrounding neighborhood. It itself resembles a large gymnasium, and

with a large parking-lot out front the structure does little to provide any productive

geography to its neighbors or adjacent park.

The commercial uses at the west end of the neighborhood provide little to the

neighborhood as well. Instead, these businesses reflect the “highway culture” and

sprawl along Madison Avenue. These are some of the only commercially productive

land-uses within the City, a majority of which are not either owned or operated by

residents of the City of Southport. As the main goal of the City in the creation of the new
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Redevelopment Strategy is to resist sprawl, relocation or removal of businesses that

produce sprawl may become extremely relevant in the near future.

- Land-Use Analysis of Central Business District

Purpose & Intent

The purpose of conducting a land-use analysis is to determine the mixture, or

lack thereof, of certain land uses within the desired Central-Business District. Such an

understanding will speak to what goods, services, or facilities are necessary to further

the redevelopment goals of the Commission. More broadly, the land use analysis may

not be solely concerned with the categorical or economic-productive use of land, and

rather focus on how the land is used by residents, bikers, visitors, or pedestrians. Such

a concern necessitates a footprint and/or circulation analysis, whereby an

understanding of density and street-level activity respectively can be understood more

aptly than through a conventional land-use analysis.

See Appendix for the full Land-Use Analysis.

Footprint Analysis

The CBD of Southport, Indiana is largely undefined, unmanaged, and full of

asphalt. Upwards of 75% of the entire Redevelopment Area is covered in underutilized,

unactivated, and heat-massing concrete. The CBD itself is split down the center by a

large railroad crossing that, while unique, is a physical barrier between the historic and

beloved 19th century downtown and the commercial strip extending west on Southport

Road. Such a level of impervious cover contributes to flooding, burdens stormwater

drains, taxes landowners via upkeep costs, and makes for unfriendly public space.
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Figure XVI: Impervious Surface Analysis (impervious area denoted in blue)

Per Figure XVI, the building footprint of the downtown Redevelopment Area can

be seen as exhibiting characteristics of a highway commercial corridor rather than a

village-style downtown core. This is evident in the large setbacks, low density, lack of

multi-story buildings, and disparate architectural styles mostly characteristic of highway

Americana.

Circulation Analysis

The businesses within the RDA have little effect on the surrounding environment

or circulation given their relatively small-scale operations. Little concern should be given

to reworking traffic patterns and routes in the CBD. Rather emphasis should be given to

beautifying and expanding the miniscule amount of street furniture in the area.
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No present greenspace, parkland, or waterscapes are accessible by the local

roads. Furthermore, no trails or bikeways are present to support alternative transport

traffic. As such, Southport Road must be utilized as the main thoroughfare for all

riders/bikers/pedestrians, causing traffic safety concerns for all involved- especially

regarding crossing the “bottle-neck” that is the existing railway.

While the neighborhoods south of the CBD are zoned for higher-density than the

surrounding areas, the only means of access are via automobile.This is a function of

County-Level efforts to constantly widen Southport Road (a direct threat to the

sustainability of Southport), and subsequent increases in “set-back” requirements since

the advent of the automobile. As such, the Redevelopment Commission should commit

to avoiding such a road widening and engage in discussions with the County

traffic-planning authorities regarding future planning to encourage the inclusion of

multi-modal transportation.

- Market Analysis

Purpose & Intent

The purpose of conducting a market analysis as part of this strategy guide is to

determine the health, scope, and scale of the current retail/restaurant market within

Southport. Since the Redevelopment Area is the only commercial corridor within

Southport, it makes sense to analyze data from across the entire City that will influence

developments within the RDA. Therefore the intent of this analysis is to provide the

Commission with the narrative language necessary to encourage certain retail and
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restaurant-oriented developments within the downtown and, partially, within the TOD

district.

See Appendix for full ESRI Market Analysis.

Analysis

As of 2017 , there were 16 brick-and-mortar businesses operating out of27

Southport, Indiana. The retail market in Southport is susceptible to a high degree of

leakage, with a total retail gap of $6,555,942. This represents a potential for $6.5 million

dollars worth of retail goods and services to be sold within Southport that is otherwise

leaking out of the jurisdiction and into nearby commercial/retail strips. Given the

overwhelmingly residential character of the community this comes at little surprise.

Rather, this information should be treated as leverage to present the City as attractive

for mixed-use developments. The major retail sectors exhibiting leakage within the area

can be seen depicted in the chart below .28

(continued on the following page)

28 Esri and Infogroup. Esri 2020 Updated Demographics. Esri 2017 Retail MarketPlace. ©2020 Esri.
©2017 Infogroup, Inc. All rights reserved.

27 Most recent comprehensive data set for Southport was last published in 2017. ESRI & Infogroup.
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Figure XVII: 2017 Leakage/Surplus Factor by Industry Group

As you may see in Figure XVII, the only major retail industries exhibiting surpluses

within Southport are used merchandise stores and auto parts stores (of which there is 1

respective establishment respectively). There is presently a 100% market leakage of

certain industry groups that are necessary for the vision of a family-friend and vibrant

downtown, such as the grocery store, furniture store, electronic store, and specialty food

store industry groups.

Of the existing retail businesses, it falls onto the Redevelopment Commission to

engage in talks with business owners and operators to ensure the City remains a viable
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and lively market to operate a storefront, given that there is no local Business Alliance

or Chamber of Commerce devoted to Southport specifically.

- Housing Analysis

Purpose & Intent

The purpose of conducting a housing analysis is to determine the character and

profile of the existing housing stock within Southport that will serve to fund

developments within the future CBD and TOD districts. While it is true that the direct

funding of new developments will come in the form of purchasing goods and services

from new providers by residents, it is the health and longevity of the housing stock that

serves as the limiting factor in determining the market health of new developments in an

area. This follows from an understanding that a weak housing stock will not attract

residents to the area, and thus the local goods and service providers will lack a

customer base upon which they can succeed. Therefore, the success of the

redevelopment vision depends on the ability of the Commission to ensure a healthy and

attractive housing stock. The intent of this analysis is to educate the Commission in

what areas of housing supply/demand they must address to forward their

redevelopment ambitions.

See Appendix for full Housing Analysis.

Analysis

An analysis of the housing in Southport, through Esri’s Community Analyst,

reveals an extremely homogeneous stock in which over half of all homes are valued

between the $100-149k. This then projects a median home value of $135k, comparing
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well to the Marion County median value of $116k of residential homes . Projections29

provided by Esri show an increase in net value within the next 5 years following an

annual population increase of 0.58%. However, the total number has decreased, with

those homes under $149,000 NAV constituting a majority of those homes lost. This then

constitutes a housing market in which those homes (of which a majority are, as

discussed) under ~$150,000 consistently fall out of use and thus out of the residential

market. A strong housing market in the area would reflect the recuperation of these

homes via remodels and renovations into higher NAVs, however, we do not see that

occurring over the last decade despite the regional housing boom.

As the City is unable to build new homes in a manner relative to efforts underway

in Hamilton County, Indiana, and assuming no major demolitions are planned for, the

goal of redevelopment within the City should be to continue to provide for the

strengthening of the existing housing stock and the consistent occupation of housing

units. However, this should not bar attention to mixed-use village development for which

much land could be available following the succession of local businesses and

bargaining between the Redevelopment Commission and local land-owners.

Of the 763 housing units within the City, 696 (91%) are occupied with 67 (9%)

units remaining vacant in 2020. Of the 696 occupied housing units, 532  units (69%) are

owner-occupied and only 164 (22%) are renter-occupied. The 67 vacant units provide

room for anywhere between 100-268 new residents to join the City, as is predicted by

Esri by 2025. A mix of home types existed previously as per historical aerial imagery

29 Indiana Department of Local Government and Finance via IBRC. 2019. (link)
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and Sanborn maps , though only one such structure survives and is currency vacant as30

well as outside the Redevelopment Area.

- Analysis Summary

As a result of the various analyses, it can be understood that Southport is a

financially stable community, able to support new downtown developments, that must

provide for new area-wide remodels/renovations/demolitions in order to secure a

housing stock that can support further growth over the long-term. This is to say that

while the residents (households) of Southport maintain a level of financial stability that is

conducive to supporting new development, the relatively dormant, if not declining,

housing market (as seen in the drastic decline in housing units), will need to be

addressed by the City and Redevelopment Commission to support new redevelopment

over the long-term.

Furthermore, these findings support the concerns expressed by residents that

the City of Southport has been neglected by the UniGov governing process since its

inception. While Southport’s RDA does exhibit signs of blight and highway-commercial

development that is common amongst many of the US’s small and mid-sized cities, the

fact that the downtown has not received the same attention from the booming housing

market within the Indianapolis metro-area means that the existing planning and zoning

administration does not have the capacity to further economic development goals within

the area. These highway-commercial developments have hitherto not been addressed

by the City-County government, and are arguably still not on their radar as shown by the

30 Attached to Index
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RDA and proposed TOD districts not being included in the Red Line TOD Overlay within

the Perry Township Land Use Plan. Given that the City has maintained financial stability

since the advent of UniGov, while facing a decline in the housing market, speaks to the

inability of the UniGov to aptly support positive planning practice within Southport-

namely because of its status as an Excluded City, even when the household financial

conditions are ripe for such development.
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VI. Land Use & Design Proposals

- Overview

What follows is a discussion of the proposed highest and best land uses and

design concepts within the Redevelopment Area- thus, for both the Central Business

District and the Transit-Oriented Development District. These proposals represent goals

the Commission ought to constantly strive to produce within the Redevelopment Area,

and as such are not representative of a short-term or long-term objective as discussed

in the latter chapters. Since land use decisions are governed by the Indianapolis-Marion

County UniGov, it falls to the Commission to be able to diligently and succinctly provide

their opinion to the Department of Metropolitan Development regarding future land use

cases involving rezones, variances, etc.

Land use and design go hand-in-hand in striving for the Commission’s

redevelopment vision given that a healthy and unique downtown requires the physical

form and function to be identified as such. Meaning, that an area with a mass of goods

and service providers does not automatically generate the characteristics of a

downtown (e.g. a shopping mall), and neither does a mass of housing density (e.g. an

apartment complex). A vibrant and redeveloped downtown requires the confluence of

land use and design principles that establishes a downtown as such, such as via

vertical mixed-use developments, reduced setbacks, and adequate signage to name a

few.

Design considerations dictate preferred building masses, densities, and

locations, whereas land use considerations dictate the use of land. Therefore, what
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follows is a discussion of land use within each district alongside a discussion of how

these uses ought to be designed to capitalize on each proposed districts’ sense of

place.

- Proposed Land Use

In accordance with the Indianapolis-Marion County future land-use map, the

Redevelopment Area of Southport is intended for mixed-use village-style development

. This land-use topology will provide the City with the economic generation and31

branding opportunities necessary to sustain financial growth for both public and private

interests.

An understanding of ideal (aka highest and best use) land uses within the

downtown is necessary to ensure that all potential developers and organizations

interested in conducting business in the downtown of Southport know what to expect

regarding support from the Redevelopment Commission and other relevant governing

bodies.

Commercial/Retail/Office Development

Commercial, office-oriented, and light industrial manufacturing land uses provide

jobs, pedestrian frequency, and much needed intensity to downtown areas. However, as

is demonstrated by Southport Road’s current asphalt cover, commercial/retail/office

uses tend to include surplus areas for parking. As such, and considering the land-locked

nature of the City and desire for small-scale village urbanism, the City should consider

adopting maximum parking standards as opposed to the minimum parking standards at

31 Indiana. Indianapolis. “Perry Township Land Use Plan”. 2018 (link)
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present. These standards would then force residents, local workers, and employers to

consider utilizing alternative means of transportation to and fro the office or retail

atmosphere within the downtown corridor. Of course, this does not imply instating harsh

and utterly restrictive parking maximums, but instead engaging local business owners

and employees to understand whether or not the parking minimums provided by

Indianapolis-Marion County make sense given the geography and desire of Southport

and its residents.

Mixed-Use Development

Mixed-use development is crucial to the revitalization and proper redevelopment

of the urban core. The Redevelopment Commission can and should prioritize projects

that act as catalytic developments for the Redevelopment Area. Such projects should

include multi-story (3-4 story max.) new-build developments that include ample space

for retail, residential, and public/open uses. The goal of the aforementioned

development is to provide the residents of Southport with a common area to live, work,

and play all within the downtown of Southport.

Mixed-use development is what is typically thought of when describing urban life.

As such, it involves the stacking of multiple uses in one building, on the same lot, on the

same street, or within a (relatively similarly considered) area. As the zoning code

administered by the City of Indianapolis does not regulate what must be built in each32

lot, rather defining what ought to or can be built, it is up to the Redevelopment

Commission to engage with the City of Indianapolis Department of Metropolitan

32 Indiana. Indianapolis. Department of Metropolitan Development. “Indy Rezone”. 2015. (link)
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Development to rezone parcels or seek variances on behalf of interested parties in the

downtown. This is to ensure an inviting and engaged environment for developers to find

Southport attractive and ensure that the City’s visions and intents are realized at the

County-administrative level.

Mixed-use development ought to be sought and supported in both the central

business and transit-oriented districts. This is to assure that the entirety of Southport’s

historic and vital neighborhoods, public open space, and commercial centers are within

walkable accessible distances. Given that the City’s downtown corridor is less than 1

mile long, any further separation of land uses and design orientations would only further

segregate the City and neglect the potential for a uniquely interconnected and vibrant

urban form.

- Design Concepts for the Central-Business District

While mixed-use developments do necessarily include a multitude of land uses

as aforementioned, they do not necessarily ensure appropriate density is met to support

such diverse land uses. As such, design supporting higher residential densities within

the central business district is ideal to ensure ample retail and customer support for

local businesses. This ought to take the form of intensive 3-4 story developments able

to host a wide array of land uses within the same building or block. As many of the

businesses presently located within the downtown area are locally-owned, it is in the

best interest of the Redevelopment Commission to support their relocation to not

outside of the central business district but rather to a separate mixed-use development

within Southport.
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It is also suggested that the Redevelopment Commission issue a materials and

architecture study of the downtown to understand the nature and character of the

corridor. This study would provide the Commission with a list of materials, color palettes,

finishing hues, and design/engineering concepts that would allow any future

development within the corridor to seamlessly transition into the surrounding, and much

desired, residential areas. The recommendations of such a study are together known as

design guidelines. These are sought to ensure the support of local residents for future

projects and would aid in the branding/marketing of the area to potential

developers/employers. As mentioned previously, there are few financial means to

support redevelopment in the downtown and TOD areas, so working intensively with

residents, developers, employers, and designers to establish common practice and

good faith should be the main priority of the Commission.

- Design Concepts for the Transit-Oriented District

Located just south of the downtown corridor, the transit-oriented district would

benefit greatly from similar design and land uses as the downtown area. However, as

this corridor is transit-oriented and not business-oriented, it should focus further on the

inclusion of dense residential blocks and less-intensive commercial/industrial uses. As

the goal of the District is to provide for an area that is conducive to pedestrian and

alternative modes of transportation, land uses that require large amounts of parking or

acreage are not advised in the area. This is to ensure an adequate density and

residential character is maintained to allow the District to survive as an attractive,

village-type destination and neighborhood.
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The inclusion of public art and pedestrian-friendly landscaping cannot be

understated as a means of raising property values and ensuring safety for those

travelling without an automobile. Specifically, public art offers gathering spaces for

residents and visitors often set-back from the main automobile thoroughfares. Art, used

in such a way, offers residents, employers, and local employees the chance to engage

directly with and promote the vision of their community. Landscaping is necessary to

visually delineate pedestrian, bicycle, and automotive traffic lanes in such a way that

ensures a village feel for the District.
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VII. Short Term Action Plan

- Purpose & Intent

The short term goals identified here aim to provide the Redevelopment

Commission with advice regarding next steps to ensure the outcomes discussed earlier

in this paper. The short-term goals discussed below involve, in part, the search for and

enlistment of outside help (e.g. consultants) who are able and willing to provide full

attention in preparing for long term goals and solutions sought by the Commission. This

is necessary given the lack of available staff to address the implementation timelines

proposed. Therefore, outside consulting help is necessary to provide the Commission

with the tools to address the long-term goals proposed in this strategy guide. Lastly,

short term goals may also function to further engage residents in the redevelopment

planning process, or to conduct further studies on topics that are identified earlier in this

paper.

Regardless, short term goals must act to inspire the Commission to act decisively

and to garner support from residents as to ensure a welcoming and

economically-friendly development atmosphere. As opposed to long-term goals,

short-term goals ought to be completed within a timeframe of a few months to a year.

Some short-term goals ought to be repeated on a short-term basis, such as those goals

we will discuss that involve dialoguing with other governing bodies. As such, for this

strategy guide, short-term goals should be thought of as those goals that are necessary

to kickstart redevelopment interest, whereas long-term goals, per this strategy guide,
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should be thought of as those goals that are necessary to guide and manage

redevelopment outcomes.

A summary table of the Short Term Action Plan proposals to be discussed can be

found below in Figure XVIII.

Action Item Summary Timeframe Cost

Conduct a Parking Study Contract outside
professional help
to conduct a
parking study that
analyzes land use
as it relates to
parking and
impervious
surface coverage.

1-2 years ~$12,500,
dependent on
the availability
of RDA funding

and/or
matching

grants

Conduct an Architecture
& Materials Study

Contract outside
professional help
to conduct an
analysis of the
architecture and
materials used
within the RDA to
produce a design
guidelines
document.

1-2 years ~$12,500,
dependent on
the availability
of RDA funding

and/or
matching

grants

Dialogue with the
City-County

Engage with the
City-County more
intently regarding
the goals and
vision of the RDA
through the
City-County
liaison.

Continuous Variable

Ensure Business Viability Dialogue with
local businesses
to ensure their
concerns are
being met by the

Continuous Variable
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Commission’s
redevelopment
activities and to
maintain their
presence within
the RDA.

Figure XVIII: Short Term Action Plan Summary Table

- Conduct a Parking Study

Timeline: 1-2 years to complete

Cost: $12,500 for a 3 month study33

Parking is often what most residents think of when discussing new planning and

development proposals. This phenomenon likely stems from the fact that what makes or

breaks someone’s enjoyment of a planned space, whether daily to and fro work or

occasionally during a trip, is traffic safety and adequate parking. Residents are correct

to complain about unorganized or shoddily executed parking plans, especially in areas

where there is little room for error. Southport is a great example of an area with little or

no room for error regarding land use decisions. The downtown specifically, all ~½ a

square mile of it, must broach towards highest-and-best-use planning in order to yield

maximum benefit for the Commission, the City, and its residents. While a parking

analysis is outside that of this paper, it suffices to say an understanding of the parking

stock within the downtown and TOD areas is necessary in order to influence

(near-)future redevelopment planning decisions.

33 Average consultant annual income in Southport, IN is ~50,000 per ZipRecruiter (link). 3 months of that
income is roughly $12,500. 3 month is suspected given the relatively small area and scope of the project.
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Parking lots are the main reason that Cities, especially Southport, struggle in

producing an urban-village feel. Large asphalt planes deny medium-high density

clusters of businesses, homes, and offices which is necessary to an authentic

urban-village feel. One could argue, of course, that such planes could then be instead

located in one large commuter area in lieu of surrounding the businesses themselves.

The issue with this lies in the relative utility of the space and whether or not a City can

or is willing to allocate vast resources to a land use that would only be used, generally,

M-F 8-6pm.

Parking minimums have long been a feature of zoning and development

ordinances adopted by municipalities. However, these standards not only burden

potential business owners with providing fiscally unproductive land, it reduces the

amount of land that can become productive within geographically-bound Cities like

Southport. As such, an analysis of existing parking and parking alternatives, influenced

by the potential for an increase in non-automobile and bike/pedestrian traffic as a result

of the incoming Red-Line stop, should be a top priority for the Commission. Such a

study will provide Commissioners the ability to guide new developments towards highly

productive land use planning, increase the potential for the development of an

urban-village feel, and unburden business owners with acquiring extra land for asphalt

planes.

Should the parking study warrant such, a parking maximums development

ordinance ought to be adopted within both Redevelopment Areas to legally induce the

vision of a multi-modal urban-village. This would, naturally, require the Commission to
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work diligently with the City of Indianapolis-Marion County Metropolitan Development

and Public Works department as to ensure the support of the Commissions goals for

the area. As the Department of Metropolitan Development is the decision-maker

regarding all planning within the City, it would be required that the parking minimums

ordinance be adopted by the Metropolitan Development Council.

Such a parking study should be conducted by a professional

planning/engineering agency able and willing to invest all necessary time and resources

into the swift execution of this study and advise the Commission to ensure the proper

outcomes. An outline of such a study can be found in the Appendix.

- Conduct an Architecture & Materials Study

Timeline: 1-2 year to complete

Cost: $12,500 for a 3 month study34

As mentioned earlier, an Architecture & Materials study would undoubtedly be

beneficial to the strive towards a unique and welcoming brand-image for Southport’s

Redevelopment Areas. A brand-image tied to an area is known as a “sense of place”, or

the feeling/image conjured when you enter into or think about a space. A sense of place

seeks to answer the question “How do I know I am here?”. This feeling or image is

influenced by much more than architecture, involving safety, climate, smell, sound,

demographics, and any number of factors that influence one’s perception of space,

time, and therefore place. The focus of progressive planning practice is to cater that

sense of place towards the interests and desires of the locality’s residents.

34 Average consultant annual income in Southport, IN is ~50,000 per ZipRecruiter (link). 3 months of that
income is roughly $12,500. 3 month is suspected given the relatively small area and scope of the project.
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While the Redevelopment Commission does not necessarily have the ability to

regulate the climate and the perception of smell in their Redevelopment Areas, the

Commission most certainly has the ability to regulate the architectural design of the

Redevelopment Area. This ability alone is crucial to the development of a desired sense

of place. One need only look to the red brick facades of downtown Boston or the colorful

wainscot of northeastern San Francisco to understand the impact the choice and

coordination of materials and architectural features can have on the perception of a

community.

Such a study ought to involve professional organizations that are able to engage

with the community and determine their most cherished, their most despised, and their

most desired (regarding future developments) architectural/material features. Such a

study ought to engage with the economic advantages and subsequent concerns of such

determinations as well. Economic concerns can arise as a result of a community

desiring highly costly features that could deter potential developers or business owners

from locating in Southport, or that the desired/beloved features are openly hostile

towards certain groups of people.

An architecture and materials study would provide the Commission a platform

upon which they can firmly and intently bargain with developers and potential business

owners within the area regarding the architecture and material choices of their projects.

Cohesive architectural design is destined to the successful redevelopment of downtown

areas as well as to areas intended to become transit-oriented - for which architecture is
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seemingly the feature that upholds or denies that determination. An example of such a

survey can be found in the appendix.

- Dialogue with Indianapolis-Marion County

Timeline: Continuous

Cost: Free, minus postage and transportation expenses

While technically a separate governing body, the Indianapolis-Marion County

government’s inclusion in and awareness of all redevelopment planning activities within

Southport is necessary to the success of said activities. This stems from the

well-established planning and zoning oversight that the Indianapolis-Marion County

Department of Metropolitan Development holds over the entire City of Southport. Any

desired immediate changes to the zoning of the City, the traffic organization, and the

procurement of outside governmental funds would require the permission, and in some

instances the formal inclusion, of the Department of Metropolitan Development or an

alternative governing body.

Appoint a Commissioner as the City-County Liaison

Given the very real importance of working alongside the City-County

government, it is in the best interest of the Redevelopment Commission (and therefore

the residents of Southport) for said Commission to appoint a designated liaison from

amongst their Commissioners or an otherwise lawfully appointed representative to the

Department of Metropolitan Development. The role of this liaison is to ensure the

inclusion of the residents of Southport’s intentions within regional planning decisions

made at the City-County level. It is also to allow for the Commission to serve as a direct
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line of communication between potential developers within Southport, business owners,

and property owners and the actual body governing planning and zoning within the

area. Furthermore, this liaison would be able to relay the Commission’s concerns and/or

intentions regarding redevelopment within their Redevelopment Area, ensuring all

resources ideally available to the Commission are functionally available as well.

Furthermore, the City-County liaison would be responsible for attending monthly

Indianapolis-Marion County Metropolitan Development Commission meetings,

petitioning before relevant boards on behalf of the Redevelopment Commission, and

presenting new information learned from the Metropolitan Development Commission (or

similar body) to the Southport Redevelopment Commission.

Discuss Rezoning of Impactful Areas

Perhaps under the guidance of the City-County liaison, the Commission ought to

begin considering the rezoning of areas that would substantially impact redevelopment

efforts within the Redevelopment Areas. As discussed earlier in this report, village

mixed-use zoning is the zoning classification that most closely aligns with the intended

redevelopment of Southport. Said zoning classification would provide visibility to the

intent of these areas, per the Redevelopment Commission’s guidance, for potential

business owners or developers, as well as provide the legal development standards

framework to design for mixed-use, multimodal, and higher density nodes.

The City-County liaison has multiple avenues through which they may pursue

potential rezones within the Redevelopment Area. For instance, the City may petition to

rezone, before the Metropolitan Development Commission, any (group of) parcels the
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Redevelopment Commission owns as the deeded owner or has lease of (with the

deeded owner’s consent). This way the Redevelopment Commission, through the

liaison, can be the petitioner requesting a rezone of certain parcels and be involved in

the process, narrative, and public outreach of the process from the very beginning.

The City-County liaison may also, through dialogue with the planning & zoning

staff of Indianapolis-Marion County, convince the area to be rezoned through an

administrative determination by the Department of Metropolitan Development and

subsequent approval by the Metropolitan Development Commission (still subject to

public noticing) in the name of furthering the goals and intentions of the Redevelopment

Commission. Essentially, instead of petitioning for the rezoning of certain parcels or

areas, the City-County government may rezone certain areas provided they follow the

well-established public and legal frameworks to do so. In this case, the Commission

would not be the petitioner of such a change, but rather the grassroots supporter of

such a change. This would involve the Commission, specifically the City-County liaison,

providing audience to concerned, aggrieved, or supportive residents affected by the

rezone process through either public or private meetings. Town Hall meetings, ample

flyering, and other “get the word out” methods would be undoubtedly successful to the

administrative rezoning of the downtown and TOD areas of Southport.

The last avenue through which the City may achieve proper zoning is a more

piece-meal and reluctant process. If the Commission is not inclined to endeavor in the

previous strategies, the Commission may simply echo support for rezoning certain

parcels when potential developers or business owners are already seeking a rezone.
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Meaning, if a developer of a parcel within the downtown or TOD areas is seeking a

rezone, the Commission (having already been involved in the process from the

beginning) can provide written, verbal, and corporeal support for the petitioner’s request

before the Metropolitan Development Commission during the rezone hearing. This

process, while the most passive, would not achieve the sweeping zoning changes

necessary to ensure redevelopment success. However, it would undoubtedly be the

least burdensome to the (ever growing) workload of the Commission when considering

near-future catalytic projects.

- Ensure Business Viability

Timeline: Continuous

Cost: Free, minus postage and transportation expenses

While (re)developing vacant or underutilized parcels within the City is necessary

for redevelopment success, so is the ability of business to remain and thrive in

Southport indefinitely. Given that the City of Southport does not have a Chamber of

Commerce that serves the City explicitly (rather they may have to engage directly with

the wider Indianapolis Chambers of Commerce), the Redevelopment Commission is in

a unique position to inhabit that role. The long-term success of businesses both large

and small within the area is necessary to ensure a vibrant, economically inviting, and

engaging community.

Appoint a Commissioner as the Local Business Liaison

There are many ways the Commission can ensure an appropriate business

climate within the Redevelopment Area. With the appointment of a local business liaison
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from amongst the Commissioners or an outside legally vetted candidate, the

Commission can ensure their redevelopment efforts align with the near-term plans of

local business owners. Business owners within the redevelopment areas stand to gain

much in terms of increased clientele, exposure, and pertinence within the community as

a result of successful redevelopment planning efforts. As such, ensuring the

Redevelopment Commission remains accessible to those wishing to do business within

the Community is an absolute must.

The local business liaison can be expected to provide a formal audience to

concerned, aggrieved, or supportive business owners who are affected by the

Redevelopment Commission’s planning efforts. The liaison would also serve as the

point of contact for local business owners or interested parties seeking to begin a new

enterprise or simply expand their existing operation. Furthermore, the liaison would be

expected to heed the concerns of business owners regarding the status of the variable

markets within the area, ensuring that the Commission is aware of any potential threats

to business retention, employee acquisition (encouraging business to hire locally),

property renovations/improvements, traffic circulation, and safety.

The work of the local business liaison may take the form of hosting recurrent

meetings with business owners, making presentations to the Redevelopment

Commission and City Council, and acting as the brand ambassador for the City during

public/institutional events. The local business liaison may, should the situation warrant

it, endeavor in creating a local Chamber of Commerce, Business Association/Alliance,

or the like that focuses specifically on the City- specifically it's Redevelopment Areas.
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However, given the relatively small band of businesses within the Redevelopment Areas

at present, the local business liaison should first focus on ensuring the goals of the

business community and Redevelopment Commission are in sync. Only after

redevelopment success is achieved and major business networks/communities inhabit

the Redevelopment Areas should their liaison focus their attention on managing, rather

than attracting and retaining, their business alliance.
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- IIX. Long Term Action Plan

- Purpose & Intent

The long term goals of the Redevelopment Commission ought to ensure the

sustainability, responsible implementation, and adaptability of their redevelopment

planning efforts. Long term goals often involve the identification of projects that will

require capital-sum investments that need to be planned for with reference to long-term

budget projections as well as strategies for ensuring the continuity of the goals and

visions laid out in this document. As mentioned previously, these goals ought to guide

an already-developing interest in the area regarding redevelopment, or to aid in

managing or promoting existing interest in the Redevelopment Area.

Considering that the Redevelopment Commission has only 5 unpaid

Commissioners without any full-time or part-time staff, it is suggested that the

Commission allocate funds to allow for the contracting of professional organizations that

are well-suited to prepare comprehensive guides and strategies on achieving the long

term goals discussed below. Such organizations can offer direct planning advice

regarding decision-making, surveying, outreach, design, and best-practices.

A summary table of the proposals to be discussed can be found below in Figure

XVIII.

Action Item Summary Timeframe Cost

Engage in Marketing
& Communications

Engage in intensive
marketing and

communications
campaigns to increase the
cyber-presence of the City.

This is done to promote

Within 5
years

Variable,
dependent on the

labor market
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interest in the downtown
area and adjacent TOD

area.

Invest in
Redevelopment

Invest directly into the
downtown and TOD areas
through business retention

programs, the sale of
developable parcels for

catalytic projects, and the
rehabilitation of

commercial and residential
buildings.

Continuous,
after

short-term
goals are

addressed

Variable,
dependent on

further study and
the availability of

municipal/external
grant funding

Support Arts &
Culture

Coordinate with new
developers regarding the
provision of open-space
and art installations to

promote a unique identity
tied to the RDA’s TOD and

CBD areas.

Continuous,
after

short-term
goals are

addressed

Variable,
dependent on the

specific
development
project and

available RDA
match in funding

Figure XIX: Long Term Action Plan Summary Table

- Engage in Marketing & Communications Campaigns

Timeline: Hired within 5 years, retained indefinitely

Cost: Salary as defined by the market but not less than the median individual

income of the area ($27,667)

Given the infamy of the City of Indianapolis as a state and regional economic

development driver, it is up to the Southport Redevelopment Commission to ensure

ample (cyber-)space is provided for the vision of Southport’s residents. This is to say

that the Commission must actively, consistently, and intently brand and therefore market

it's City and TOD/CBD district(s). While the creation of a social media platform is quick
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and often free, which would allow for this goal to reside nicely with the other short-term

goals, the particularities of and best-practice strategies for the usage of such platforms

require lengthy discussions within the City’s government and amongst its citizenry.

Of particular importance is the ability to determinedly reach the intended

audiences of the Commission’s social media content. In short, there is no use in

furthering a brand image and marketing platform for the City if the intended audience

cannot be reached. However, the intended audience must be understood in relation to

the expressed goals of the Redevelopment Commission which are in-turn influenced by

the desires of local residents.

As discussed previously, the Commission has commissioned multiple studies and

analyses to understand the desired urban future of local residents. From these studies

we can deduce, and have deduced throughout this document, that the desired future of

downtown Southport is an urban village, family-friendly, and multi-modal community.

Therefore, the ideal audiences for the Commission’s social media and marketing

campaigns are inspired realtors, multi-family developers, TOD-oriented developers, and

firms with a strong New Modernist urban design practice.

The exact means by which these audiences can be reached ought to be a

subject of discussion for the Redevelopment Commission throughout the next few

years, with action made within a considerable time-frame. While it is not necessarily

required to meet this goal’s end, it would be undoubtedly beneficial for the City to

contract within the existing municipal government, or an outside private entity, for the

position of “Social Media & Marketing Manager”. This too could be done by a member of
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the Commission themselves, however given the short tenure of such positions it is not

advisable.

The subject matter of these marketing campaigns, for which an entire analysis

here is outside the scope of this document, can and should involve the enticement of

local publicly-supported investment opportunities within the redevelopment area. The

spotlighting of local resident achievements, excitement for redevelopment, and support

for the actions of the Commission would quell any concerns a potential

developer/investor may have for the area. The other necessary step is to provide

information supporting a narrative that investment, development, and business retention

within the downtown is profitable both short and long-term. Therefore, in providing a

supportive resident population and inviting business climate, the Commission can

ensure that the City is on the radar of key catalytic developers/investors.

To further understand why this goal is suited as a long-term goal, it is necessary

to understand the temporality of planning and development. Often, the City’s

comprehensive plan provides a 10-20 year policy guide for planning decision-making.

However, a Redevelopment Plan or analysis (such as this document) involves

short-termed and actionable items that respond to the economic development situation

at the present. As such, with the adaptation of Redevelopment Plans, so too do the

interests and desires of the residents adapt, expand, or expire. Therefore, the social

media and marketing campaigns must think long-term with the ability to respond to

short-term changes in direction and intended development. With the end-goal of

marketing and branding being the material support of residents’ desires through the
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Commission, the marketing and branding point-of-contact must be able to think

long-term in their short-term decision-making.

- Invest in Redevelopment

Timeline: Continuous, with new investments beginning after the deposition of the

current RDA properties held for sale

Cost: Variable per investment and grant opportunity

One of the primary functions of a Redevelopment Commission, as opposed to an

advisory Plan Commission, is to directly invest in the community it governs. This

investment can, as discussed earlier in this document , take the form of contracting35

services, bidding for construction, managing building repair programs, purchasing

property for redevelopment, or even providing direct financial assistance to local

residents. Each of these functions can and should be considered by the Southport

Redevelopment Commission when discussing the role and importance of their body

within the community. As such, what follows is an overview of potential and suggested

functions for consideration for long-term redevelopment success.

Further theoretical insight is provided in Dr. Burayidi’s “Downtown Revitalization

in Small & Midsized Cities” (2018). In this text, Burayidi argues that cities are becoming

aware of their need to provide for resiliency, through revitalization, rather than

conventional (re)development (pg. 4). Revitalization, as Burayidi puts it, is to “restore

the downtown to its previous state” . Resiliency then refers to the ability of a City, and36

therefore its downtown, to respond to changes in the economy in a manner that does

36 Burayidi, M. “Placemaking Matters in Creating Resilient Downtowns”. Indianaplanning.org. 2018
35 The Case for Redevelopment; “- Statutory Context of Redevelopment” (6-10)
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not threaten the socio-economic base of the community. A resilient City can therefore

focus on building “community wealth”, as defined by the Democracy Collaborative as

means to respond to economic changes that do not threaten the community’s

socio-economic livelihood .37

Leading Redevelopment

Of the many powers invested in the Redevelopment Commission , the ability to38

lead redevelopment through catalytic investment is of the utmost importance. Since the

purchase of the former “Edgewood Feed & Seed” property along Southport Road in

2013 , the Commission has been unable to garner enough attention to warrant the39

acquisition of further, potentially more economically viable, parcels. While this is

something the Redevelopment Commission should consider a necessary obstacle, the

influence the Commission can wield in acquiring, developing, and selling select parcels

could and would dramatically improve the local market for development.

The choice to invest the Commission’s, and therefore the taxpayer’s, funds into

an otherwise vacant or underperforming parcel is not a decision to be taken lightly.

While it is impossible to predict how future investment will consistently play out, the

specific risks and benefits of acquiring or developing land are geographically and

economically influenced. Therefore, in addition to the studies mentioned above, it is in

the best interest of the Commission to seek outside professional contractual service to

determine what parcels may be beneficial to acquire or otherwise improve in the name

of economic redevelopment. This sort of analysis is known as an economic

39 Indiana. Southport. Redevelopment Commission. Resolution for Appropriation of Bond. 2013-04
38 IC 36-7-14-12.2
37 Democracy Collaborative. “Defining Community Wealth”. Community-wealth.org. 2020.
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development study, which the City has indeed contracted services for previously in 2009

.40

Of particular note are smaller (1 acre or less), aptly zoned, and geographically

relevant parcels that are ripe for in-fill and/or missing middle housing. Successful

redevelopment of these parcels can aid in producing small-town, village-life effects

throughout the Redevelopment Area especially if developed in a mixed-use “New

Urbanist” manner. Parcels located on corners, along main thoroughfares, nearby other

local services, and adjacent to the future Red Line stop should be of particular interest.

If the Redevelopment Commission is able to acquire these parcels, they would

have full control over the dispensation of said parcels. This would provide for the

Redevelopment Commission to directly determine the (re)development outcomes of the

parcels. Furthermore, parcel acquisition and dispensation would work hand-in-hand with

the efforts of the marketing manager, as the success of either improves the positive

outcomes of both.

Residential & Commercial Rehabilitation

While often a major undertaking by the US Department of Housing & Urban

Development, the Redevelopment Commission too has the ability to directly fund the

improvement of existing parcels and structures within it's Redevelopment Area . As Dr.41

Burayidi explains, this sort of programmatic function can increase both the visibility and

efficacy of the Commission in the eyes of both the public and development market,

41 Pg. 19
40 Indiana. Southport. City Council. Economic Development Initiative Plan. 2006
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since structural/aesthetic improvements to business facades, housing units, and

high-traffic areas speaks to the redevelopment intent (and passion!) of the City .42

Such improvements are often referred to, when focused on residential

rehabilitation, as “Owner-Occupied” or “Renter-Occupied” repair programs . These43

improvements often are dispersed in the form of grants that are applied for by local

businesses, multi-tenant land owners, and/or single-family home owners after

necessary public awareness campaigning. While the definite structure of each program

varies depending on the obligated program provider (City, County, Federal Government,

etc), the general idea is that grant monies are provided to match in-part or finance

in-sum aesthetic or structural rehabilitation of one or more properties within the

Redevelopment Area. Such monies are raised through local levies on land or

commerce, TIF returns, or even charitable donations or grants.

The benefits of such a program are, as mentioned, increased visibility for

redevelopment efforts but also an increase in assessed value of local parcels,

businesses, and homes. Such improvements and benefits are the expressed intent and

goal of community-focused redevelopment programming.

This kind of redevelopment effort, involving funds being given to local

residents/tenants/business owners directly, can and should be one of the main focuses

of the Redevelopment Commission. This is because, while not as impactful or exciting

as completely redeveloping a multi-acre parcel, it undoubtedly improves the quality of

life of local residents and visitors. Whereas issues may arise with residents protesting

43 US. Dept of Housing & Urban Development. Building Home. Chapter 4. 2008

42 Burayidi, M. “Downtown Revitalization in Small and Midsized Cities''. Chapter 4. American Planning
Association. 2018
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economic growth (via housing development) or corporate incentive programs, direct

funding of local businesses and homes for rehabilitation has few (if any) downsides. In

other words, these programs are a political, ethical, and economic success!

In relation to the aforementioned duties of certain Commissioners, all henceforth

suggested roles of the Commissioners are involved in the success of a rehabilitation

grant program. This is because coordination regarding permitting involves the

City-County Liaison, increasing awareness of the program involves the social media &

marketing manager, whereas the successful dispensation of funds involves the Local

Business Liaison’s analysis of the applicants on behalf of the Commission. To oversee

the entire process the program too could be spearheaded by an aptly titled

“Rehabilitation Coordinator” from amongst the Commissioners. This position ought to be

filled by a Commissioner with ample experience in the construction, trades, property

assessment, and/or public financing industries. This position would focus then on

maintaining all funds acquired for the program, monitoring the legal distribution of funds,

and suggesting improvements to selection criteria, geography, or the like for future

programs. As we will discuss below, this Commissioner’s duties will not involve direct

and partial engagement with local businesses, and as such should not be confused with

the coming discussion regarding a Business Retention Program spearheaded by the

Local Business Liaison.

The organization of such a program often involves coordination across

Departments, Boards/Committees, and municipalities. As such, the execution of a

repair/rehabilitation program should be seen as a long-term goal of high importance.
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Funds will need to be raised and retained, legal commitments must be vetted, and

discussions amongst the local residents must occur to ensure their support of such a

measure before a single dollar can be spent on meaningful rehabilitation. Examples of

successful small-town repair/rehab programs lead by redevelopment authorities can be

seen in Noblesville (IN) and Yorktown (IN) .44 45

Business Retention Program

The retention of businesses is of utmost importance to successful

redevelopment. Businesses populate downtowns by providing services to local

residents. The particular businesses located within a downtown aid in creating a

necessary sense of place for the area, thus promoting the downtown’s prominence

within the community. However, given the volatile nature of small-business ownership

and the inherent costs to continued service, it is all too common to see an unfortunate

decline in locally-owned small businesses in historic downtowns. Such a phenomenon

is one that is endemic to nearly all American downtowns for a variety of economic,

social, practical, and often unjustified reasons .46

In response, some cities and governments have begun to create programs that

are focused on business retention within downtown areas . Such “Business47 48

Retention Programs” can provide support to qualifying businesses in the form of

low-interest loans for site improvements, planning and permitting assistance, employee

training/acquisition aid, and small business (locally-owned) start-up grants. Of particular

48 Oregon. City of Estacada. Business Retention and Expansion program. (link)
47 Texas. City of Georgetown. Business Retention and Expansion Program. (link)
46 Kwak, James. (9 July, 2021). The end of small business. The Washington Post. (link)
45 Indiana. Town of Yorktown. Facade Grant Program. 2014. (link)
44 Indiana. City of Noblesville. Facade Improvement Program. 2007. (link)
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relevance to Southport is the need for aid to support locally-owned and operated

start-up businesses within the downtown.

Locally-owned businesses offer residents a chance to invest directly into their

community through their spending, as well as empower the local workforce by offering

experience in commercial sectors. Money spent at locally-owned shops returns to the

community, allowing for businesses to increase their staff and make site improvements

over time- which results in higher assessed values of property. When local businesses

hire locally they not only provide increases in property taxes but also increases in local

purchasing power by providing for wages that can fuel the downtown business district.

Furthermore, an increase in locally-owned businesses allows for a more defined sense

of place in the downtown district. At present, a majority of the businesses within

Southport are indeed corporate or chain-based franchises, which do little to aid in

supporting the unique vision for Southport the residents so desire.

In areas with declining workforce populations there arises a concern over who

will be able to continually operate and manage businesses when many choose to leave

the area or the labor supply is simply too thin as a result of area depopulation (or,

deindustrialization). Another facet of a “Business Retention Program '' is the ability to

aid in the location/acquisition and training of new employees to continue the beloved

and legacy businesses of a downtown. Such a program may offer financial assistance

to businesses to provide new employees with necessary training elsewhere, or to

subsidize employee compensations until they are aptly trained in-house. This strategy
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offers the Commission yet another way to invest directly in their community without the

need for outside private-financial interference in the betterment of their downtown.

Such a beneficial program shall fall under the purview of the Local Business

Liaison. Since the Local Business Liaison is charged with providing redevelopment

services to local businesses, their main tool to do so, long-term, shall be the business

retention program. Similar to the other programs mentioned before, establishing this

program will require further analysis which ought best to be done by an outside

independently-contracted party. The funding for such a program may be found in

increased local levies on properties, grants, City-County-State partnerships, donations,

or the like. A further discussion of funding sources, related to all so-forth mentioned

programs, can be found in Chapter IX.

- Support Arts & Culture

Timeline: Per new development and the availability of funding

Cost: Variable per the specific scope and scale of installation and cost of curation

Burayidi claims “Gathering spaces are a community’s living rooms and are

essential attributes of a downtown” (pg. 50) . Following that argument, public space49

ought to be considered an essential component of positive downtown redevelopment.

As such, the Redevelopment Commission ought to consider the role of artists in their

community as a means of place-making and cultivating a viable sense of place within

their downtown community.

49 Burayidi, M. “Downtown Revitalization in Small and Midsized Cities''. Chapter 4. American Planning
Association. 2018
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Gathering spaces hosting art created locally or by local artists can dramatically

alter the look and feel of a downtown area. Not only is the area enlivened by unique

installations or features, but the area becomes a source of pride for those whose art is

displayed for all. Furthermore, public art in gathering spaces can influence the image

the City claims for itself. Have a large installation of a dog?- the community is family

friendly! Want to put on a laser-light show each night, curated by a local artist?- the

community is interested in attracting young people and nightlife! And so the story goes.

The organization and operation of such spaces should be a long-term goal for

the Redevelopment Commission. This is because the Commission ought to wait until

newer and more centrally focused gathering spaces are constructed as a result of new

(re)development within the downtown and TOD districts. Once constructed, it should

then be the Commission’s express desire to populate new areas with local art and

unique features that cultivate the desired aesthetic and bring a defined sense of place to

the area. The provision of such space should be discussed during preliminary

construction planning with interested parties to ensure access easements and or the

rights to host art within, more than likely, private spaces. The enforcement of said rights

can be delineated during the Primary and Secondary Platting process, through the

Marion County Dept of Metropolitan Development.

A Commissioner ought to be appointed, as the Arts and Culture Liaison, to

spearhead such a program. This Commissioner ought to endeavor to secure the rights

to said installations during the preliminary construction planning phase and argue on

behalf of the Commission before the relevant County boards and agencies for said
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access and installation agreements. Furthermore, the Commission ought to be in

charge of allocating the relevant funds to local artists as compensation for their

(art)work, and networking with individual artists and local collectives to gain interest in

displaying their work for the community.
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- IX. Funding

- Overview

Between January of 2020 and December of 2020, the City of Southport, for the

first time, surpassed 1 million dollars in tax revenues. By the end of 2020, the City had

$1,154,565.98 as their entire municipal budget. This is an increase of roughly $200,000

from 2019, with an end-of-year balance of $908,501.38. Of this balance, the City

allocated ~$15,000 to the Redevelopment Commission, with ~$28,000 being generated

from the Worman Street TIF district. Furthermore, the Redevelopment Bond,

commissioned with the creation of the RDC over a decade ago, maintains a balance of

~$36,000. For the first time since the Commission inception, the ability to invest, match,

or grant monies from the budget is available. While considerably less than what may be

required for a multi-million dollar mixed-use investment project, the Commission

nonetheless has the ability to begin addressing the items within the Short Term and

Long Term Action Plans discussed above.50

Per the Internal Revenue Service Section 144(c)(1), Redevelopment Bonds may

be used towards projects that meet the following conditions:

- Acquisition of real property.

- Clearing and preparation of land for redevelopment and rehabilitation of real

property.

- Relocation of the real property occupants

50 Indiana. Indiana State Board of Accounts. “Annual Financial Report - Southport Civil City”. 2021. (link)
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From this, it is understood that the Redevelopment Bond available to the Commission

may be used to offset the costs of (re)development related to preparing or rehabilitating

subject sites, or to acquire new parcels for redevelopment purposes. A ~$36,000 bond

is, as a match with the grants discussed later, a necessary sum to complete substantial

site improvements related to brownfield remediation, stormwater management, or

general improvement/preparation to incur market interest.

The Worman Street TIF allocation is generated as a result of the already

completed redevelopment projects discussed before. Through an increase in the net

assessed value of the redeveloped properties, the sum-difference between the value of

the property before and after redevelopment is then allocated to the development itself.

That is to say that a project that increases the assessed value of a property by $20,000

is then subsidized by the municipality with that sum-difference to offset the costs of

operation and expansion/site improvement. The ~$28,000 in TIF revenues generated by

the Worman Street TIF is a result of the properties having been re-assessed within the

2020 fiscal year.

(continued on the following page)
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Figure XVII: The 2020 Budget Report for Southport

As seen in Figure XVII, the TIF grew from a beginning year balance of $0.00 to an end

of year balance of $28,604. This, then, demonstrates a healthy TIF district, able to fund

future redevelopment projects through increasing assessed values.

As discussed previously, it is to be a duty of the Arts & Culture Liaison to promote

the inclusion and curation of public art fixtures and features in new developments. Such

promotion may occur as a commitment by developers upon agreement to engage in a

TIF agreement with the Commission. Further commitments may be concerned with
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other issues discussed above, such as the promotion of a locally-driven hiring process,

or the requirement that new businesses provide incentives to employees to live within

the Redevelopment Area. Such agreements are known as Economic Development

Agreements, per IC 36-1-7-15, and are the main method through which public entities

may directly engage with the outcomes of proposed area improvements . Economic51

Development Agreements must be approved by both the Redevelopment Commission

and City Council, allowing for a City-wide awareness of and engagement in future

development projects.

The RDC General Fund shown in the above image, totalling $15,206.43 is a

seperate revenue stream than the Worman TIF fund able to be used for redevelopment

purposes. As opposed to a TIF revenue, a general fund may be used to support

redevelopment efforts that involve the contracting of outside consulting help,

compensation of employees, the purchasing of goods and materials, and so forth. As

discussed in the relevant Action Plans (Chapters VII-IIX), a 3 month study of

architecture and materials or parking will cost around ~$12,000. This money is expected

to come from the RDC General Fund, and as such, will require the contracting of

outside professional services for these studies to occur over a 2 year period.

- Community-Based Investment

As discussed, securing proper funding is of the utmost importance for successful

redevelopment planning. By funding I am referring to the financial means with which

new programs can be launched, projects can be invested in, and consultants can be

51 IN Code § 36-1-7-15 (2019)
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procured. As mentioned previously a mix of new programs, investments, and

consultants are necessary to further the redevelopment goals of the Redevelopment

Commission.

Since cities within the United States generate a majority of their budget from local

property taxes, the emphasis is on increasing local property values within municipal

planning circles . Increases in property values then increase the tax base generated for52

City services, which ideally is used to offer a higher quality of life. A higher quality of life

is an attractive asset for a community, which may generate further interest in the local

land development market. Sadly, however, economic booms and busts are cyclical in

nature, and a municipality that is not prepared for the busts of economic cycles will be

unable to provide services to maintain a high quality of life until substantial

redevelopment occurs. Raising property taxes in the face of economic adversity does

not tend to lead to positive political change, either.

Therefore, the need for diversity and resiliency within communities becomes yet

again undoubtedly apparent. Diversity does not refer to cultural/ethnic/racial diversity

(though it does not hurt), but rather to a diversity of land-uses, intensities, and revenue

streams that offer the community the ability to withstand changes in certain economic

markets. What follows is an overview of funding sources for redevelopment activities,

influenced by the idea of community wealth building, as proposed by the Democracy

Collaborative’s Joe Guinan . In essence, community wealth building can be understood53

as a “bottom-up approach that centers democratic ownership of the economy and

53 Democracy Collaborative. “Defining Community Wealth”. Community-wealth.org. 2020.

52 Solano, Paul. “Chapter 7: Budgeting.” In Management Policies in Local Government Finance, Fifth
Edition. Washington, D.C. International City/County Management Association. 2004.
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community self-determination” , by engaging local institutions, excited citizens, public54

services, and more to ensure safety for communities in the face of changing economic

landscapes.

Relevant to the efforts of the Redevelopment Commission is the focus on

democratic ownership of the economy. This perspective reorients the use of local

residents from consumers to both producers and suppliers. Meaning, the generation of

profit within the community is led, labored, and retained by local residents rather than

distant-disparate global corporations. Wealth generated locally, labored locally, and

invested locally will increase the amount of wealth retained by the community, offering a

bulwark of economic generation to withstand changes (or, the expected) in the

economic landscape. This approach also implies local residents retaining direct

democratic say, through ownership of the means of economic production, in those

institutions (businesses, services, non-profits, etc) to assert their livelihoods over a

solely profit-oriented economic generation strategy.

For the Southport Redevelopment Commission, this is evident in the desire for a

vibrant downtown, a defined sense of place, and a family-friendly community

atmosphere. Such downtown vibrancy cannot be maintained if the local businesses and

service-providers are not putting the interests of the local residents ahead of their direct

profit motives, which may result in institutions not reinvesting in the area- by not hiring

locally or offering democratic control in the business strategy. Furthermore, a defined

sense of place cannot arise or be maintained when the downtown is populated by

54 Democracy Collaborative. “Defining Community Wealth”. Community-wealth.org. 2020.
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goods and service providers that are global in nature- how then could you tell

Southport’s downtown apart from other small-mid sized cities? Global goods and

service providers are not tethered to the wellbeing or public health of the locality by the

nature of their global presence. As such, endeavoring such providers to produce

engaged land-use decisions or local investments is untenable as a redevelopment

strategy. Lastly, by not focusing on local democratic control of the economy and

economic-generative institutions, the Commission misses out on the chance to provide

livelihoods (through careers and services) that support the growth and maintenance of

residents’ families. That is to say, it is hard to ensure families are able to support

themselves financially or that families can receive the services they need to thrive if said

goods and service providers are not tethered to the sustainability and survivability of the

community. As such, the longevity of a family’s success (in maintaining and procuring

the income, goods, and services) they need is precarious at best, which is not

conducive to a family-friendly atmosphere.

What may appear as a complete and drastic reorganization of the municipal

economy is, actually, just that. If the Redevelopment Commission can agree on said

tried and tested principles , so too can simple steps be taken that begin to55

incrementally reorient the economic survivability of their community around their

individual and communal well-being. What follows is a discussion of funding

opportunities for the Redevelopment Commission to pursue that will allow the various

programs and studies mentioned before to be financially viable. How said money is

55 Democracy Collaborative. “The Cleveland Model”. Community-wealth.org. 2020.
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invested and how the programs and studies are administered offers space for a

community wealth-building approach to begin.

Grants and other funding-partnerships often involve a substantial match from the

applicant. This match of funds must cover a certain (often widely varied) percentage of

the total cost of the intended development/project. The tracking and management of the

financial stack would also appear as a nightmare for the non-staffed Redevelopment

Commission for large-scale projects. Therefore, it is suggested that the Commission

focus on small-scale, manageable, and single-source/partnered projects that

incrementally gauge the Community’s response to publicly-driven (re)development

projects.

The completion of small-scale projects will provide the Commission with a better

understanding of the capital-stack formation necessary for larger projects, as well as

allow the Commission to engage directly in positive redevelopment and the provision of

services/facilities for residents. This may, as suspected, allow for the Commission to

levy higher taxes or request larger bonds from the City on behalf of more ambitious

general welfare and development projects. Small-scale projects may include the

installation of ample sidewalks within neighborhoods, the improvement of a single

facade, the acquiring of new and future ROW, or the improvement of landscaped buffers

within the CBD and TOD areas.

Most grants available to new or intended redevelopment are only available to

private, non-profit, or institutional entities. Therefore, what follows is an attempt to

synthesize the lack of directly available (and receivable) funds from grants and other
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programs undoubtedly worthy of consideration by the Redevelopment Commission. The

Commission then may attempt to offset the application costs of these grants, provide a

monetary match, or facilitate the grants themselves for interest parties. As the public

entity vowed to further positive redevelopment within the area, the Commission is then

responsible for a body of knowledge regarding potential funding schemes and sources

to further those goals.

- Funding Schemes

Economic Development Grants

Grants are a common way for municipalities, private businesses, and local

institutions to fund specific projects or programs when budgets do not allow for mid-year

changes in the allocation of funding. There exist grants specific to the furtherance of

economic development and are open to applications from the municipalities. Such

grants are often administered at the County, State, or Federal level.

Community Development Block Grants (CDBG) are the most available form of

economic development and/or revitalization funding for municipalities. CDBGs are

broken down into 6 normal categories, with an additional grant category related to

COVID-19 mitigation strategies. The 6 categories of CDBGs are:

- Blight Clearance Programs

- Planning Grants

- Public Facilities Programs

- Main Street Revitalization Programs

- Stormwater Improvement Programs
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- Wastewater-Drinking Programs56

While any of the above categories are worth endeavoring to receive funds from

for general quality of life improvements for the community, the Commission has the

ability to fund the many analysis and plans mentioned earlier in this document through

the CDBG Planning Grants category. These Planning Grants offer assistance in

acquiring funds to contract for the development of Comprehensive Plans, Economic

Recovery Plans, Water Infrastructure Plans, and Broadband Readiness Plans . Such57

plans offer the Commission the tools to strategize to achieve the goals laid out in this

document and engage the local community throughout. In the past (pre-Covid

pandemic), the Planning Grants also covered the following plans, which can be

expected to be reintroduced in the future: Economic Development Plans, Environmental

Assessments, Historic Preservation Plans, and Public Facility Feasibility Analyses. The

Commission should be prepared to monitor when these Planning Grant categories

become available again.

The goals of the Stormwater Improvement Grants are to:

- Reduce flooding

- Cut stormwater treatment and energy costs

- Protect rivers, lakes, and vital landscape

- Generate jobs and spur economic revitalization58

Such grants are potentially highly beneficial to the Commission as they may help to

offset the costs of water quality and stormwater development controls. Such controls

58 Indiana. Office of Community & Rural Affairs. Stormwater Improvement Grants. 2021 (link)
57 Indiana. Office of Community & Rural Affairs. Planning Grants. 2021 (link)
56 Indiana. Office of Community & Rural Affairs. Community Development Block Grants. 2021. (link)
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account for a large (expensive) part of the grading, demolition, and utility work required

before structural construction. By providing for an efficient public stormwater and water

quality control system, the Commission can assure future developers that energy

efficiency will be maximized and water quality control costs will be minimized- thus

creating an inviting development landscape within the area.

All housing and non-profit neighborhood rehabilitation funds available through

Community Development Block Grants in Marion County are administered at the

County-level by the Indianapolis-Marion County Department of Metropolitan

Development. Since this body is coterminal with the City of Indianapolis, funds are not

available directly to the City of Southport’s governmental bodies through this funding

pathway. Private developers and community revitalization groups may apply for said

funding as part of a prospective development within Marion County located in

Southport, however the Commission may not directly apply for and receive these funds.

This scheme only applies to housing and rehabilitation funding, which is

administered at the County level. Direct assistance for the Redevelopment Commission

to utilize for stormwater mitigation and/or the other categories is still available through

the State of Indiana Office of Community & Rural Affairs. Therefore, while the

Commission cannot directly manage or disperse or receive the County CDBG funds,

through the role of the City-County Liaison the Commission may still have an active role

in assuring CDBG funds are available to developers interested in Southport.

Transportation Improvement Grants
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Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) involves planning and land-use

strategies that support the provision of housing, commerce, and public facilities along

transit lines. This involves not only planning and development practices that spur

development, but also the strategizing with all included parties to ensure that transit

access and reliance is the foremost concern. This includes an understanding of desired

building forms, streetscapes, pedestrian amenities, flows of circulation, and more. In

order to prepare the Commission for such a role, grant opportunities focused on TOD

investments will help in offsetting costs to interested developers and businesses for the

required pedestrian/streetscape/transit improvements, in allowing for a more detailed

design-oriented master plan to be contracted for, and in providing recognition to the

intent of the Redevelopment Commission. Grants focused on transit-oriented areas can

be found at the County, State, Federal, and institutional levels.

Notably, the US Federal Department of Transportation administers a “Pilot

Program for Transportation-Oriented Development Planning” that provides funding for

planning activities related to new transportation infrastructure, pedestrian and

non-automotive access, and mixed-use development planning analyses . Furthermore,59

the Indianapolis Neighborhood Housing Partnership maintains a revolving loan fund that

offers low-interest loans to developers interested in low-cost housing near transit lines .60

Developments in Southport are available to be considered for this loan since the entirety

of the City is considered a “neighborhood” within INHPs administrative geography.

Lastly, the website “National Resource & Technical Assistance for Transit-Oriented

60 Indianapolis Neighborhood Housing Partnership. ETOD Launch. 2021. (link)

59 USA. Federal Transit Administration. “Pilot Program for Transit-Oriented Development Planning
FY2021 Notice of Funding”. FTA-2021-004-TPE-TODP. 2021. (link)
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Development”, a site administered by the FTA, offers case-by-case guidance, grant

application assistance, and funding scheme strategies for interested public and private

parties . Therefore, the Commission ought to focus on attracting investment through61

grants and partnerships that maximize the reliance on transit within the desired TOD

area, as a way to “sweeten the deal” for potential developments within the TOD area, or

to have already established and adopted a plan (ideally a Master Plan or Vision Plan)

that makes clear the transit-oriented goal (through design and phasing) for the area.

The Commission is not responsible for most, if not all, of the large-scale

transportation improvement projects that may benefit the City of Southport, such as

road-widening, road-closing, roadscape alterations, and the like. Such responsibility

falls to the County-level planning agencies who maintain the thoroughfares that bisect

the City. However, in attempting to assure the transportation intents of the Commission

are understood by all City-County agencies, it falls onto the City-County Liaison to

maintain constant cooperation and communication with the relevant governing and

planning bodies. The use of funds to develop a defined vision regarding intended

TOD-area transit reliance is thus critical to the Commission's positive redevelopment

success.

Brownfield Redevelopment Programs

A brownfield is a “property, the expansion, redevelopment, or reuse of which may

be complicated by the presence or potential presence of a hazardous substance,

pollutant, or contaminant”, according to the Environmental Protection Agency. Such

61 USA. Federal Transit Administration. “National Resource & Technical Assistance for Transit-Oriented
Development”. Funding. 2021. (link)
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chemicals are often present in areas seeking to redevelop, since they are an

unfortunate relic of previous development. The more extended an area’s developmental

history is, the more likely an area may be contaminated by pollutants or hazardous

substances. Therefore, redevelopment is hampered by the cost of environmental

remediation necessary . Such an issue is relevant to redevelopment in Southport as62

the downtown has a history of development dating back to 1823.

In an effort to provide financial assistance to developers interested in a site

deemed a brownfield, the EPA offers a number of grant opportunities to help offset the

costs of site remediation- from analyses, to planning, to project funding. The City of

Indianapolis-Marion County Department of Metropolitan Development maintains a

Brownfield Redevelopment Program which operates on a revolving-loan fund. This

program offers low-interest loans to qualified developers for the purposes of addressing

contaminants and other environmental issues in community brownfields . However, the63

funds are available only to projects within designated census Block Groups, which are

located entirely outside the borders of Southport. Nonetheless, the Commission ought

to be aware of the success of said program and further dialogue with the program

manager for future inclusion in the funding scheme.

The State of Indiana also offers grants and partnership opportunities through the

Indiana Brownfield Program. Notably, the program offers low-interest loan incentives

that are meant to negate the costs of environmental remediation- just as the

Indianapolis-Marion County Brownfield Redevelopment Program seeks to. However,

63 Indianapolis. Department of Metropolitan Development. “Brownfield Redevelopment Program”. Grant
Opportunities. 2021. (link)

62 USA. Environmental Protection Agency. “Brownfields”. Overview. 2021. (link)
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these funds are actually available to be applied for and received by individual municipal

entities, such as the Southport Redevelopment Commission. Awareness of such a

program is crucial to incentivizing redevelopment within the potentially contaminated

areas of the CBD and TOD .64

The State of Indiana also offers “Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment” aid.

Such assessments are meant to help identify recognized environmental conditions and

help quantify cleanup liability . Utilization of this aid would allow the Commission to65

have a more thorough understanding of the local environmental geography within the

Redevelopment Area thus reducing the chance of negative (deal-breaking) results

stemming from a phase 1 environmental assessment conducted by a formerly

interested developer.

Anchor Institutions & Partnerships

Anchor institutions refer to those institutions, such as a university, hospital, or

local non-profit organization, that are able to weather the ups-and-downs of economic

crises. Meaning, their existence is place-based and their services then provide

necessary stability for the community. A local drive-thru, law office, or grocery store is

not an example of a community anchor institution, as they are less likely to commit to

place-based business models that offer place-based solutions. Meaning- they are apt to

move shop with changes in the market .66

66 Maurrasse, David. “Anchor Institutions and their Significance to Community and Economic
Development”. State of the Planet. Columbia Climate School. Columbia University. 8 March, 2016. (link)

65 Indiana. Indiana Brownfields Program. “Financial Assistance”. Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment
Initiative. 2021. (link)

64 Indiana. Indiana Brownfields Program. “Financial Assistance”. 2021. (link)
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Not every community has anchor institutions present, as it is difficult to plan for

such an institution, as they are usually the result of unique geographies and histories

that enable an institution to remain, or become, place-based in their services and

business model. Anchor institutions do not necessarily coincide with the most profitable

or lavish or property tax-maximizing land use, and often they require public funds to be

sunk in their support during economic crises. As such, it is not worth-while for a

community to plan for a single anchor institution's potential, even if ideal, development.

Southport, for example, does not have an identifiable anchor institution. Rather, the

Commission may focus on the same place-based business model and service provision

that would be offered by an anchor institution as a guiding principle in their daily work

with the Commission. Thus, in creating a narrative of place-based inclusivity in

economic development, the Commission may create an environment in which an

anchor institution may flourish.

As part of an economic development agreement, the Commission may require

that an interested business developer provides incentives for employees to live within

Southport. In return, as part of said agreement, the Commission may offer an extremely

generous TIF package or provide for certain site maintenance. While an employer

whose target audience is not necessarily place-based does not count as an anchor

institution, the wellbeing of the community becomes anchored in the businesses’

success in the place-based incentives brought about by the economic development

agreement.
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Leveraging this attitude throughout the business community would become

extremely beneficial- a task fit for the Local Business Liaison. Thus, any potential

business alliance or chamber of commerce would offer the grounds to build upon a

place-based business-incentive narrative-environment per the direction and ability of the

Redevelopment Commission.
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- X. Strategies for Continuity

- Re-Examination & Plan Reorganization

The goals, visions, and procedures suggested in this text are just that, and as

such, are not legally binding. The information presented here ought to be used as a

publicly-available, publicly-engaging, and publicly-approved statement of intent for the

Redevelopment Commission. This strategy guide need not necessarily be updated, but

rather the prescriptions of this document ought to be understood to change with the

local land development market and local resident attitude. Since the suggestions and

procedures suggested here are to kick-start redevelopment in the area, there are not

many opportunities to substantially adapt these ideas- since they are, after all, the

minimum that ought to be done to encourage area-wide redevelopment.

Within the appendix you will find a number of documents that will allow the

Commission to hold each other, their adjacent government agencies, and local

businesses/service providers accountable for implementing, or at least engaging with,

the policy directives established within this document. Said documents include a

flow-chart of project approvals necessary, explanatory sheet of the proposed

Commissioner roles, map of existing and proposed RDA boundaries, resident follow-up

checklist (to determine support for certain policies), land-use and demographic

analyses, and the contact information of the City of Indianapolis-Marion County

Department of Metropolitan Development staff that are necessary to dialogue with in

order to achieve any of the so attested goals. It is suggested that the Commission

endeavor to dissect this document, to interpret and disagree with it, so that the
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Commission is thoroughly aware of the radical policy prescriptions presented herein. In

other words, do not take this document at face value. It will do neither the Commission,

the local residents, or the existing business community any good to simply

pick-and-choose the policy directives found herein. Redevelopment planning is the

planning of once-lost futures, and as such it involves emotional effects that are not

normally found within normal planning arenas. The Commission stands at the forefront

of providing for security, livelihoods, and identity to local residents- of providing for worth

and meaning in their non-cyber daily lives.

Continuity for this strategy involves follow-up with the Department of Metropolitan

Development regarding the official inclusion of this guide as an addendum to their

Comprehensive Plan, known as a Certified Plan. These Certified Plans are plans not

developed by Indy DMD staff per-se, but are approved as being in-line with the goals

and vision of the Comprehensive Plan. Doing so will provide much needed visibility at

the market research, public administration, and public input levels regarding the

redevelopment vision of the Community. The link for said process may be found here:

https://www.indy.gov/activity/certified-plans.
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- XII. Appendices

- 1915 SANBORN- Map of Downtown Southport67
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- Demographic Analysis

ESRI Demographic & Income Profile
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- Market Analysis

ESRI Leakage/Surplus Factor by Industry Subsector

ESRI Leakage/Surplus Factor by Industry Group
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I. Housing Analysis

ESRI Key Population & Households Facts
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ESRI Housing Profile
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ESRI House & Home Expenditures
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- Land Use Analysis

Impervious Surface Area Analysis
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Vacancy Analysis
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Retail / Restaurant Location Analysis

Land Use Analysis
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- Future Red-Line Bus Terminal
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- Architecture & Materials Study Questions (Sample)

General Information

- What area of the RDA are you in? Name the cross-streets.

- What time of day are you conducting this study?

Architecture Questions

- In what period do these structures appear to be built? (Victorian, Modern,

Mid-Century, etc)

- What architectural features are prevalent in the area?

- What hues are prevalent in the area?

- Is this area seeing a declining or growing housing market?

- Do the structures complement each other?

- Do the structures compliment the land uses for which they are used?

- Do the structures partially create a unique sense of place?

- Do the structures ally or conflict with the Redevelopment intent for the

area?

Materials Questions

- What construction materials are prevalent in this area?

- Are the materials in-use here well maintained?

- Are there any concerns regarding materials that are outdated, unsafe, or

that possibly demonstrate a code violation?

- Do the materials compliment the structures?

- Do the materials compliment the land uses of that structure?
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- Parking Study Questions (Sample)

General Information

- What area of the RDA are you in? Name the cross-streets.

- What time of day are you conducting this study?

Parking Questions

- In presumably what decade was this area developed?

- What are the main land uses in the area?

- Presumably what percentage of this area is dedicated to parking? (include

all striped areas and drive-isles)

- Are you able to count the amount of parking spaces?

- If so, how many spaces are there?

- Does this amount align with the prescriptions of the zoning code

per land use?

- What percentage of the spaces are being occupied?

- Are the landscaped areas well defined, maintained, and effective at

screening disparate uses or providing protection for pedestrians?

- Add any concerns here.

- Does the parking organization compliment the land use?

- Does the parking organization complement the area?

- Are the areas flooded, eroded, or otherwise unmaintained?

- Does the parking organization ally or conflict with the Redevelopment

intent for the area?
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- City of Southport 2020 Financial Report

Cash & Investments Combined Statement
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Detailed Receipts
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- Chart of Proposed Commissioner Roles & Responsibilities
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